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HON. ROBERT H. SCOTT
ANNOUNCES FOR CONGRESS
In this issue of the Ledger
will be found the formal an- 1
nouncment of Hon. Robert H.
Scott,. of Paducah. as a candi-
date for congress from The-First'
Congressioaal District of Ken-
tucky, his candidacy subject tO
the action of the democratic vo-
ters of the district in the Au-.
• gust primary election.
In presenting the name of Mr.
Scott for this very importantt
position the Ledger is convinc-
ed that he is in every way ca-
pacitated to fill the position
with credit to the people of the
district and honor to himself.
Mr. Scott has been a member of
the state senate for, the past
two terms and is splendidly
qualified to discharge the duties
• of a cangressman. He is a na-
tive of Western Kentucky and
has long and clescaly been aiied
with the business interests of
rho state: a man of pleasing
els
•
congress must launch out upon a
new sea with no chart except
the wisdom and 'fidelity of its
statesmanship. It is especially
Incumbent, Therefore for the vo-
ters use the greatest care in
selecting men to make up the
new congress that will serve for
the two year. beginning March
4, 1915.
I am not unmindful of the,
fact that I must be judged byl
the high standard which I am I
raising for service in that con-
gress. It would presumptous in
me to hold up that standard in
the announcement of my candid-
acy were it not for the fact that
it is not for the candidate to say
who shall serve the people. It
is for the people and not the can-
didates to choose a man as the
nominee for congress in the Au- :
gust primary. It is my duty to
-acquaint the people with.,my
idea of fitness tor this office arid






whole lIFC and benefit. Whereas
the people were formerly locked
out -from. .their school litAi.$es
they may now _toe them for any
lawful purpose, social, political
or religious.
I introduced and secured the
passage of a law fur the bene-
fit of taxpayers and property
owners limiting the time for
which delinvent takes may be
collected. This law not only
tenthrto promote the morel-4ft=
tual collection of taxes when
they are first due, but protects
the innocent purchaser of delin-
quent property. It removes a
great hindrance to the whole
real estate interests of the state
and puts the exchange of prop-
erty on a more intelligent, cer-
tain and satisfactory basis.
I introduced a bill to guaran-
tee bank deposits and as a re-
sult set in definite motion this
just reform. The time is not
far distant when the people can
deposit their money with abso-
lute security and have returned
to them every dollar deposited
whether banks fail or not. Sim-
ilar laws in other states have
worked to the interest not only





same time having more efficient
and profitable market organiza-
tion. Now that thereon:01as 
•
been inaugurated in this state
we may expect it to have rapid
growth until it is accomplished.
It is not in any spirit of boast,
that I enumerate the things I
have done and tried to do in of-
ficial capacity for the people of
Kentucky. They are not in the
least indebted to me for them
rfor I have been paid in full both
In emolument and honor of of-
fice. As far as the people are
concerned the slate is clean and
the account balanced. I call
your attention to my record in
office thus far, not as seeking
any reward, but as an earnest of
further desire and fitness to
serve you. I do not ask you to
Abominate me for congress as an
endorsement of my record.
I shall base my claims for the
nomination primarily upon what-
everngrits I may have and not
upon the demerits of those who
may oppose me. The weakness-
es of my opponents, if they have
any, can not constitute strength
in me so far as service to the
people is concerned. I ask you







A crisis has been reached in the Mexican situation, and
President, Wilson Tuesday authorized the sea forces to
sieze the town of Vera Gruz. This i'as accomplised with
i 
the loss of-twelve Ameriean-boye _and the wounding , of
,about fifty 
more.. 
The reported Mexican loss is estimat-
ed from 150 to 200.
Company L., National Guards, or nurrar,--anst one
of the crack companies of the state, is- expected to be call-
ed into service at an early clate. This company is com-
posed of about 50 Murray boys and of this number mans
are eager and anxious to go to the front.
Vera Cruz is Occupied
Washington, April ̀Z.2. The Americrn forces are in coriapiete
control of Vera Cruz. No non-combatants were injured in the























The White House gave out the following staternent: --
"Dispatches received from Consul Canada at Vera Cruz at 1:-
10 p. m. announced that the American forces are now in complete-
possession of the city, that apparently no fatalities among Amer-
ican and foreign non-combatants and that firing had ceased except
fur occasional picket shots."
n operations in Mexico at Vera Cruz took on renewed
.ar to-day when Rear Admiral Badger landed more
n the Atlantic fleet and the United States forces pro-
se the entire city-. •
le orders of the president were being carried out to
was made apparent in conference at the 'Wnite*House
ited States will "sit tight" at Vera Ckz and that no
s of pacification will be taken at this time.
present' it was declared on high authority, that the,
ra Cruz would hold the city to convince Huerta that
nentmeans bu.siness and that no action would de tak-
co until there are retaliatory actions on the part of-
government.
gay at Fulton has Leen found to give any
:light why the tragedy took place
y.. April 20.—Sun,'
on Thomas C. Haat;
- marshal of South
n.. shot Mrs. Fannie
eath and then placed
his right temple,
. bullet through his
'tragedy was not
until late Sunday
hen Miss Edna Hest-
der of. the principal
brig. called at the
me on State Line
eareh of her father
the two cold in death.
; of the house and
'term. which spread
city like wild fire.
on entering the room
I tragedy occurred
Renfro laying on her
Hastings' head rest-
feet. Hastings held
r Smith & Wesson in
hich had been fired
/ Two of the shots
d the back of Mn.
t below each shoulder
me shot-at the base





sp. there being pow.
on her wrist. The
of the shooting is
. Some of the neigh-
iey heard shots in the
Ire about 2 o'clock and
t was later in the af-
but Dr. Whitehead,
ined the bodies-in the
Vat the shootingplace early in
noon. It was well
the neighbors that
Iv and Hastings were
t.s and it is the belief
had a quarrel which
a the-- tragedy. There
iirne of a -struggle in
W. 0. W. Resolotions
Death of our Sovereign Com-
mander. William R. McCuistian
of Cypress Camp No. 216 of
New Concord Kentucky. Was
'born on the 23rd day of Jan.
-1872, and died Jan. 21st, 1914_
He leaves a wife and aeveral,
children and an age a mother to-
mourn his death.
Another Sturdy Oak has fol-
len. Dum. Tacet. Clamant_
The Sovereign Commander's
Ifairwell address to the Camp on'
the first meeting night in Dec.
He said boys I have been expos--
ed to the measles. and this may
be the last time ill ever, quiet
with you boys. but if this be
the,last time that . I meet arias
you, come to the Camp and at-
tend to your. business as your
have here tofore. But it may
well be said that mourn and
mourn as the years roll by.. do-
we precieve the need of listen-
ing to our Counsel Commander's
t parting advice. He implored us
Ifo love our sovereigns and to see
Ithat our sovereigns should be
'enforced as a whole rather than
;a part. we who wpre privileged *a
associate with him both person-
ally and officially know how
powerless are any human terms
to express our affection and ap--
; predation for him. Our rpm-
' pithy with the surviving fami-
ly. Be it enacted that a copy of
tIte resolutions he spread as the
minutes of this Camp am; *-
copy be sent to the bereaved
family and a cop:( be sent to
each county paper for publica-
tion and a copy to the Sover-
eign Visitor.- Committee, C. A.
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For several- years College, aid to• *rim
,. ki*Oings _was . city tied to iliaUt_ ....,
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use, Dena us your name ana aaatelig.
Whenever you want samples Of Dress Goods or
rthing in our Dry Goods line, write us- write us to-
- anyway, you surely want something.
AY SCHOOL AND MISSIONARY COI


















m. (a) His Aim.
m. (h), His Week Day Work with the Lasts.
 Prof. \
m. (c) His Week Day Work with th6 Teact.






(b) His Work.with the Lseios.....P.
(c) Between Lessons  Mrs.
(d) Before the Class  .H
.Re
The Sasday-Sdeel The chstch's Oppertenity
(a) As a Field  Dr. G
(b) As a Force  .Peof.
The Advantages of a Cradle Roll...Mrs.
The Rights <a Primary Pupil . . . Mrs..
The Wesldy Adult Bible Class 
The Sunday School in Its Relation to Uni
Childhood Rev.
















(c) Source of Power
(dl Individual Responsibility
The Church's Present Attitude. Is It V
ShoulellBe J.
The Foward Looli , - Rev.
Is the Church Rev. J.
Sermon
Devotional  Rev. A






m. (s) Its Organization 
m. (b) Its Purpose. W.
m. (c) Its Greatest Need S 
in. (d) Fifty.t so Sessions Possible Every Yee
*** , •• • 1. ' R. E. /
m. How to Make thee Wasted Qiildreris Day..
Rev.
in. The Essential Feathers of the SuccesefUl SI *-
School Rev. F. H.1 - ,
. preachers itretrequegted to be preasut as, eat
thl. 27th. They will appoint as many as tidi
it respect' ve charges:awl , =ILA* jiumada
endents a-r also repeated to; be preissit.. la
evel to Rev. S. P: Wynn of tdeKevitfe thb Salk
and all Ilion who expect to:attend.---L. D. Its
-
and every one be favored with
the same blessings they have
shown us. We also want to
thank the doctors and nurses
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\ Sweet' Singer of Folk Song Rebecca Laughlin _ 4
Agricultural Department 6
Honeymoon 1101d-up—A. Batt [forum 9
Domestic Science Department 10




ne and every magazine section depends solelj
utifim advertiser for its existence Remember this We
-zre-givitig you the best magazine seEtion that is published.
and it contain reading matter that is gf great -value to you The
future-of this Magazine section MS- to a great extent in your hands.
It does not require much effort on your part to answer advertiSe-
merits. and any advertisements that appear in this magazine section
are only of high-class nature. We have refused to accept anything
else. Co-operation is one of the main essentials or the success of
any business enterprise We ask for your co-operation It may
be possible that you may not desire to purchase. just now, some
special article advertised. but you-may need it 50fIle time, and it
is an easy matter to secure valuable information by writing to the
advertisers at once. If the advertiser does not secure even in-
quiries, he states to_us. The people that your publication reach
are of no value to us. from an adZertising standpoint They do not
even make inquiries, much less purchases." NVe are constantly
receiving letters of commendation, not only from the newspapers
associated with us. but from their subscrihers. • While we are more
than glad to receive these letters, it is even of greater importance
to us to have our advertiser satisfied. and to have him say. "1 am
receiving many inquiries from my advertisement in your magazine








h e states   that he has
i mnent tanner in the
found more valuable information in the columns of this
magazine section than in any other farming publication that he
has e‘er read.. "I am saving." writes he. "every copy of 
this
ma CA 7 int. See-firm—aird-arri-Whng-tiwur-avvvy - together - • I would
suggest that MY fellOW!. fanners follow my plan.' --We are more
than glad to receive Fomnittnications_ fit this nature and the sug-
gestion -contained in this letter inciin a.practical farmer should be
of geeat value Our i gricultural articles are written by men of
absolute authority in t eir various liqes Their expert knowledge
has been gained by fe.earch and experiments and by keeping in
close touch with projare4sive agricultural men all over the world.
Articles emanating from such sources are too valuable to be idly
read and thrown away Keep them where you can Is your
bands on them and they will prove of value to you in the futnre -
Do You Want Tour House to Burn? 
FIRE-PROOF PAINT
EASILY OBTAINED Ingredients can he had in your Horne Tow".
. WE SELL THE FORMULA 
-z7
Wts will ship you a sampie oktius paint. etthet in the.
white or the light color, (who( h cioseiy Jescrahh-s-Aittnish).
You tan test it—a to"kiriViiat ivr-rtaini-lor it, your-
have lost nothing; you can Firepthor -.°51tat Ilasenlents and
oiu.-hutklings. the• interior ol yeur honii—OfInvthing .,
wish, to preserve-:-it resits moisture. - • '
. haYe concentrated: the illAfecif0111 blow - torch,
_ (on mood tharAss-firirti one vosit)-for Ae55-5-tvyntrnit5-5. anek
in no inAattc.e has allarne resoiltotl—this'is a luiweritii heat.
si41 rig-- Wel *iglu's-wry vilest+. -
i Ts-oott'of the-.ntatessaL•whwir.vssu-tivr-ret. yz.ie liorncatwe._
and 'mix it i,oirri.elt, os le,s's. than one_hall the (0
,1 of
ordinary paint.
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of a c-mgressman. He is a na-
tive of Western Kentucky and
has long and closely been ailed
with the blindness interests of
--,alma a_ man ng
.
qnalified to discharge the duties Is for the people and 
not the can- ute • •
 
security sndheebirn.dfiaY oppose me. The weakne
ss-
didates to choose a man as the
nominee for congress in the Au-
gust primary. It is my duty to
acquaint the people with my
idea of fitness tor this office and
to them every dollar deposited
'whether banks fail or not. Sim-
ilar laws in other states have
worked to the interest not only
of the depositors but to the
THE.- M,ONTHLY MAGAZINE
its of my opponents, if they have
any, can not constitute strength
in me so far as service to the
people it concerned I ask you
:judge solely ea whet I ani
Where The Public Eye Looms Large
faculty of producing
big men, and she has
exercised that faculty dili-
gently An occasional Pres-
ident, senators, congress-
men, men who have shone
in all walks of professional
and business life, and "Gary"
Herrmann and Ban J-ohnson
Probably no . two men in
these United States ate bet-
ter known or more deserv-
edly popular Irlitis been
my proud pleasure to have
known both of these men.
more or less intimately, for
years. and I have watched
their -cattitri- with interest
In all the history of Cin-
.
cmnati no one of her native
sow has done More to bring
her before the public eye...
than has "Gary" Herrmann.
The nickname of "Gary," as
bestowed upon him by his in-
timate friends in the days
when he was a poor boy graduating from
"printer's devil" ,to _compositor, growing into a
title of affectionate respect as he steadily
mounted the ladder of fame, today is the nick-
name pre-eminent in the United States. The
small boy at the country crossroads, the small
boy in the city, and their older brothers. busi-
ness rnek professional men, men of national
prominence, all know him His reputation for
being "square." for being absolutely honest and
0 impartial in 4J his dealings, 'h
a; become so
firmly establi.ber•that there is no one in the
sporting world in general that "ii•-ci-uld hesitate to
accept-him as a final arbiter in any dispute and
who would mit be perfectly satisfied with his
decision In fact, the position that he occupies
as Chairman of the National Commission is
almost startlingly unique, ....When this gstnmissioa...
was established it was to consist of three mem-
bers_ the President of the National League and
the, president of the American League, and these- -
Iwo members were to meet and choose the third.
It can he readily Seen hbw muth 'power lay in
the hands of this third member. and how great
was to be his influence 'over the destinies of our
national pastime The National League and, the
American League. rnwerf"con-
tenders in the baseball world, struggling to gain
every possible vantage point over its 6%31 the
one represente? through Ran. Johnson and the
other through idarry r Pulliam, decided that the
of theUwational game absotutely required
peace. Thus, the famous "peace compact" was
entered into_ Thus, a- national Commission 'wan
.•reated tit; adjust all questions ordifferenees and
to absolutely control the destinies of. baseball
By A. Bart Horton
Ift• 14iI I 








represeni the, two major leagues. 'but to choose
-thr!--third member—that
phsblñ Vet was tit i!lactorilyisOyed, and
let u$ hope, solved for a long time' to cotne
'Gaff lleTrinann -mai chosen. Thts ti• tribute -
to him. inteed The presidenj theig'nterican
. •
•
League and the president at the National League
selected a man who was president Of one of the
National League. and upon iisinitir- was "to
des olve the duty of deciding questions that might
he of iital importince to his own clph. Th.* he
has fulfilled these duties honestly and in the most
upright manner and with absolute fairness is
evidenced_ kit the fact that for ten years he has
been re,elected to that position. A few years ago
after a strenuous fight. the National- Bowling
Tournament v:as held in Cincinnati, and the local.
association, requiring an executive head to man-
age this most important meeting, placed "Gary"
Herrmann in charge. Under his able manage-
ment the tournament wis a success and so
greatly impressed were howlers from all over
-the -United States with "Gary" fierrmarin's per-
-tonality, that lie was chosen as president of the
natiniraTTincly. These,- however, were not the
only national honors conferred upon hint, for
th-it powerffirreederT-The lIgks.• made him their—
Grand Exalted Ruler. In his own city he has
held many positions of trust and was, acknowl
edged by national experts to he one of the best
posted men in the' United States in municipal
matters. During the construction of the Cin-
cinnati- Aarer Work* he was president of the
hoard in charge, from" the start-to the comple-
tion. and an impartial government engineer pro-
nounced this. undertaking to be one of. the 'hest
and Juosteconomically constructed water works
systems in, the world '
Ban Johnson's•rise in the, baseball world seas
hot • as Ireteotic,..ar.:V.ary" Hrmriattn'ts. -but no-
mari in the' baseball world has accomphshett.
single-handetlly, as much, To his_zrutderful
Ability_g_nthii tirtleal_g_OttioLtras. due
not only the- organization. but tht-..7-wender1nl
success of the American Letgue„,- I haye known
Itini since *arty issykoOd.• Hiadtuold..father
was principal 61 die AitottiT, inirinlAdtihr. one Of
the- safitrets•.,of Cincinnati.' and his menury
'held in teipeci -anti affeetion by 'many otrin
cinnati's most prominent
men, who were his boys
Ban Johnson was a pretty
good ball player himself in
-his boyhood days and de-
veloped into quite a star
collegiate pit-cher. Ite adopt-
ed journalism as a career and
for many years was sport-
ing editor of the Cincinnati
Commercial Gazette. Of his
great ability in this line I
can bear witness, for I was
at that time on the staff of
the same paper The task
he undentook in organizing
the American lea gn e
seemed almost staggering in
its hopelessness. The Na-
tional League. firmly ce-
mented in public faver. hav-
ing witnessed the downfall
of several other contending
leagues which, starting un-
der the most favorable aus-
pices, had proveq expensive
failures, seemed, indeed, a
Goliath-for this young David
to tackle. Vet, step by step. with tireless energy.
aided by a few loyal men, whose confidence and
esteem he'had won through in Intimate knowl-
edge of his great ability, he not only established
the American League, but placed it on aA equal
basis before the American public with the Na-
tional League.
Ban Johnson's ascendency in the baseball
"woad Was the result of a -stow-rcotation. what
'Gary" Herrmann leaped into prominence almo
st
in a day., - A number of prominent Cincinnati
men, attending a business meeting in 1903, all
lovers of baseball, were bemoaning the fact of
the alien ownership a the Cincinnati club, for
lohn T- Brush, of Indianapolis, was its owner
"Why don't some Cincinnati people buy the
cluhr asked one.
"Probably ,becattse Mr Brush wants too much
moneYlor -tirticrigThm3-iiret-strnent.'—• ems_ the
answer.
"How nitwit does-he warit..17- This question
could tier be answered.
That coterie comprised not . only men of
wealth, but men who loved-their native city, and
it was then and there deterntined to buy the
Cincinnati club irregardless of its income-earning
satin.. hut simply to bring=she ownership home
The price pail was a large one for those days.
and "Gary" Herrmann became its president
There was a merry war on at that 'time between
the National and American Leagues, a war which
'involved all the minor leagues. and the evil effect
it was 'Waving, both financially, and otheYlleise,-...
was...girt 'too apparent to tint Some immediate
steps •*must he taken to avert these evils The
result was the National Commission -
The White House g.,ve out the following its
-Dispatches reoeived from COMMA Canada a
1,0 p. m. announced that the American forces an
possession of the city that apparently no fatalit
jean and foreign non-combatants and that firing
foe.neessional picket shots.-
n operations in Mexico at Vera Crir,
ar today when Rear Admiral Bad;
n the Atlantic fleet and the United
ie the entire city.
le orders of the president were bein
was made apparent in conference a
ited States will "sit tight" at Vera I
s of pacification will be taken at thil
present, it was declared on high au
ra Cruz would hold the city to cony
nent means business and that no act
co until there are retaliatory actions
government.
1 'tissue-a-44w lire, term a ticktack_ mask, _
"Gary5 Herrmann at the recelit bin baseball
dathiting.in New York: - . • •
"PrOleislorial baseball has passed- Ai-TAW :—
Itlittn" ft 'Can he miardednsolely- As -
haa. _as cunducted today. ,beconte. an institution °
' of our 'country Its uplift. and 'mirth* begin
at Nies
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Shoe Departments illustrting the very
n of this Season's Ready-,)wear and Shoes,
)tionally low riced tØeet mail order corn-
ion is for th conyOnience of those who
run into the sto frequently.
;ome to our store yoa so, if you can't come
is your order byetnail --your orders by mail will
e our immediate careful attention. If you have
,ceived one of our Shoe and Ready.to-wear Cata-
i, send us your name and address.
Vhenever you want samples of Dress Goods or
ing in our Dry Goods line, write us write us to-
nyway, you surely Want something
immimmismisfrommim
' SCHOOL AND MISSIONARY COf
ig Distrid.--Ildeszie, Ten., April 27-79
pril 27th, 7:45 p. m. Sermon ReN
Tuesday, Agri 28
Devotional. „.  , Re,
Organization.
The Ssarksy-&-k•al
(a) Of Yesterday  Re
(b) Today.. .... Dr. I.
(c) OfiToesorrov,  HO/
The Sissified's*
(9.) _Mils Aim_ 
(b) His Week Day Work with the Lesser)
Prof. N
(c) His Week Day Work with the Teed
J




(a) His Qualification 
(b) His Work„with the Lesson.. ..P. L
(e) Between Lessons Yrs.
(d) „Before the Class .H.
The Sanslay-Schsal lbsclarcles Ogpartanily
(a) As a Fiekl  • .. Dr. G
(b) Ass Force PeoL
The Advantages of a Cradle Roll...Mri.
The Righrs of[a Primary Pupil... ..Mrs
The Wealdy Adult Bible Class 
The Sunday School:in Its Relation hi 1J111
Childhood





(b) Purpose.... .  Rev.
(c) Source co Pbwe' .Rev. V
(d) Individual hesponsibilLy Rev.
The Church's Present Attitude. Is It V
. .....Rev. J.
The Foward LTiok Res 1




(a) Its Organization J L.
(b) Its Purpose
(c) Its Greatest Need  S.
(d) Fifty-tin Ses3ions Possible Every Yes
 R. E. I
How to Make the Most of Qiildrens lay.i
Rev.
The Essential Feathers of the Successful -Si
School Rev. F. H.
kedges/is ine:requested to be prefa,,,t us ear
k27th... They v. ill_ appoint as na 4c44
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We wish to express our thanks
to our many friends and neigh.
bora who were so kind to us and
stood by us in the sickness and
death of our darling wife and
mother, Shellie, and when the
same comes to them may each
and every one be favored with
the same blessings they have
shown us. We also want to
thank the doctors and nurses
who did all they could
4
The Algerian a phenomenal trotter, a rice track fiend. and like his sire, The Bondsman,is one of the greatest bregOers that has ever been brought into this coun-
try. He suffers the same humiliation as 6entry and will make the season for $20.00
Napoleon the Champion Mammoth Jack ofand the Handsome Black, Jack,
make the season at $12.00, and never has t
at such low prices. It is rediculous, we ad
Kentucky, who hasi never met his Waterloo;
ARMACK, by a famous imported sire, will both
services of h fine blood ever been offered
This is absolutely the last seaso
be on the marl et at the close of this aso
Mr. Breeder, this is your st chance
will be elsewhere next season., Lovers of fine
golden opportunity of a life time
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with the adoption of the National Agreement in
1903. That pact between leagues not only safes
guards the interests of the ball player,' but sub-
ordinates- the business department of the game
to sportsmanship and the American sentiment of
fair play, assures the player a square deal and
offers an article of ball acceptable to patrons.
"The agreement has for its cornerstone the
'perpetuation of baseball as the national
pastime of the American by surrounding it with
such safeguards as will warrant absolute public
confidence in its integrity and methods, and by
maintaining a high standard of skill and sports-
manship in players.'
"Another fundamental principle of the Agree-
ment is "promotion of ball players as a class by
developing and perfecting them in their profes-
sion and enabling them to secure adequate com-
pensation for expertness.'
'For the accomplishment of these purposes.
•
a co-operative form of government was adopted
Recently we have heard and read a great deal
about the so-Called reserve clause in National
Agreement contracts. That a provision of this
kind is absolutely necessary for a continuance of
the prosperity and popularity the game has at-
tained will not and Cannot_be seri_onsly . ques-
tioned by. anyone. This is realized by the organi-
zation which has recently entered the field for
the 1914 contracts, entered into between players
and clubs of the Federal League, contain a clause
of this character?
t "The Ball Players' Fraternity cheerfully con-
cedes the right of a club to reserve its players
from season to season, its officials and members
realizing, that without this privilege, the game's
revenue would MA-warrant high salaries, and
that in the open competition for players, the
stars of the game would become annually con-
gested in teams representing New York and
_
this barn of stock, as they will
this fine barn of stock. They
ock should grasp this last
.-growitafat
Chicago. thereby making the major league pen
tiant races professional, with the result that the
smaller communities of the National and _Amen-
can Leagues would become baseball-Cemeteries
"Some assert that the old reserve ilause in
a player's contract was illegal. Without entering__
_into_ an elaborate argument on. this Subject.. I
reiterate that such a provision is. necessary and
that without it the game cannot flonrish I hold
furthermore.: That when entered into in good
faith both parties are morally.bound to respect it
"In the new National Agreement contracts.
this clause has again been incorporated, although
the language has been somewhat changed to make
it absolutely legal and binding on both parties."
Thus, sitting side by side in this "High Court'
of baseball, in almost absolute control of the
greatest pastime of the greatest nation on earth.
are these two Cineinnatians-s"Gary" Herrmann
and Ban Johnson
A Sweet Singer of Folk-Song
A Story of the Ever Beautiful Melodies of Stephen Collins Foster
FE* songs appeal as dire.ctly to the heart as"Old Folks at Home." Its pathos brings
to us a vision of home and mother. The
potency of its appeal has mad., it that tare thing.
a popular-snit-a-Oar survives.
Stentien Collins Foster wrote and composed
••fslcl Folks at Home" and other songs. in all
about. one hundred and sixty. Many of them
have become genuine soritOk of the people, and
the mest popular, -Old Folks at Home." has
be-n translated inter ecarly -all European and
seseral Asiatic languages Even during Foster's
lifttin2t his music was on thousands. .perhaps_
miliions. of lips, and has since been re-echoed in ,
minions of hearts, but the people. who sang his,
songs, and especially this beautiful air. which 'is
portly given such high esteem, passed the man
by It has been said with justice that during the
last years ot his life. which were passed in New
-York. the most familiar sounds he heard around
lism wets*. strains of his own music, the least
familiar sight was a friend's face. Now, after
the-arar_ol_the_wriCIAL-aisd--iaisAnte- for
prosper him, he is recognized as having pos-
sessed positive genius for the invention of simple-
yet tinder and refined melody which has not__
been without its influence in shaping the develop-
ment of musical taste in this country. The re-
finement and tenderness of Foster's melodic in-
vention are important factors, for sometimes a
popular air is the starting ppint of the formation
of musical tette.
When Foster wrciO• -Old Folks at Home" he
peiiiiedirlsom the depths of a longing heart:4;:o4
Isis songs are not remarkable as
,
yet the Word's echo and the music re-echoes seri-
' • timents that are at once touching apd universal.
' such as lose of honvet.ot_mother. of wife, of.
• • sweetheart, sentiments that afspeal instantly_ to
-tire poptrtat seings are meloflieilt"
and easy flOWing, Proliahly not one-person out of
• .s thousand. ..if Suailaos.....kad4beAraiga
River" Afitoter's 7ola Folks 'al Hotflt-'w
pul,lisited, and but tot that Aong t her itream wotiht
" doubtless be threading its way "to the lion Of.
Mexico in obscurity How did the composer
,By Rebecca R. Laughlin
happen to Ist*- so fortunate as to hit upon the
name that fits so perfectly with the rhythm of
the verse and with the sentiment of the music?
One day Foster entered his brother Nforrison",s
office in Pittsburgh He told him he had a trew
song and wanted the name of a Southern river
with two syllables to use in it. His brother
s.uggested several names of.Southern rivers with
two syllables, but none' of them appealed to
Foster,- Morrison then took down an atlas from
a shelf ..and they both Lioked over a Map of the
United. States together At last Morrison's fin.
. Oh! take miiosiiir kind old mudiree.—
Dere let Me live and' die.
One little hut among de bushes.
One dat 1 love.
Still sadly to my merrery rushes
No matter where I. roam.
When will I see de bees a-humming_.4.11' round de comb?
When will I hear de banjo tumming
bonn in nts• good old home?
•
ger stopped at a little river in Florida. Foster At about the time this song was writtenwas delighted with his brother's discovery and Christy, the famous negro minstrel. appearinghe hastily jotted down the name on 41._piece his cosipany in New York, requested thatpaper he had in his hand, and read to irtrte6-tket Foster send him a new song with the right tothe lines beginning •:,Way down upon the Swanee sing it before it was published. Foster consultedRibber.," which produced the melodious, flowing his brother with reference to this request, andeffect that Foster was seeking. The song .,bas the latter drew up an agreement whereby thesurrounded with a halo of sentiment the Swanee minstrel undertook to pay five hundred dollarsRiver. with the result that most people-who-see for the privileges he sought, and dispatched it toit are disappointed, and the Swanee is best viewed Christy, whtrimmediately returned it duly signedthrough the delicate mist of song
• This explains why_Christy:s-narne appears on the1(title page of tie first edition of "Old Folks a•
-Home"
This song and the soul of it together make
simple, direct appeal to the most universal sent'
relents in' the 'Wotan breast, and together with
"Home-, Sweet Home" are probably the most
widely known songs in the English language
It is a singular coincidence that both have long
ing for .home Ai their underlying sentiment
Stephen Collins Foster came • of- good fatnil)
but, notwithstanding the bright prospects
youth, his life was full of vicissitudes His Whet_William Barclay Foster. was a general merehaattin Pittsburgh, from where he dispatched goods
_44n, flatboats. 11;w-a the Ohio and Mississippi
Klyem to N ew1.4ricanwt' About twice:* -VIOL-krmade the trip himself.. sometimes returning over
land. sometimes by tissel to New Wirt On_47i7se4esessest+thfstr voragetitt vv.% s es1 1st U-
Old Folks at Home. .
_Way down upon the Swanee Ribber
Far, far away,
wha ma heart is tattling
wha de old Wks stay
All up and down 'the whole cetar_ton
Sartly I roam.
Still longing for de old plantation
And' for de old folks at home
All de world am sad and.dreapv-
F.tierywhere I ream:
• 011.-ilarkies. how my heart grows weat%
•Ea.t_irom old folks-at
- All round de little farm I .wander'd • •
- - When I was yoring. •
.Many de -.yaws% ?ff tive—ceesr-e*. Cisbe.1-bire--wrr VtatiVated•
m'y 'bru-ddes was married -in Chambershurg. Pa., in ler -11'
_ . Spanish man,of-wit William Barclay Foster




































































































district and honor to himself.
Mr. Scott has been a member of
the state senate for the past
two terms and is splendidly
qualified to discharge the duties
of a cIngressman. He is a na-
tive of Western Kentucky and
has long and closely been ailed
with the business interests of
±Jsra .a _man of _pleasing
tne announcement of my canuia-; snit set in definite motion thls
acy were it not for the fact that just reform. The time is not
it is not for the candidate to say
who shall serve the people It
I. for the people and not the can-
didates to choose a man as the
nominee for congress in the Au-
gust primary. It is my duty to
acquaint the people with myl
idea of fitness tor this office and
far distant when the people can
deposit their money with abso-
lute security and have returned
to them every dollar deposited
whether banks fail or not. Sim-
ilar laws in other states have
worked to the interest not only
of the depositors
I shall base„my calms Ior Loe
ination primarily upon what-
r merits I may have and not
the demerits of those who
may oppose me. The weakness-
es of my opponents, if they ha,' e
saiy, can not constitute strength
In me so far as service to the
le is eeacerned. I ask you
judge solely on what T am
Washington, April 22. The Americrn forces are in cut:spirt.
, control of Vera Cruz. No nos-combatants were injured in tbs-
fighting there. This word was received from Consul Canada thew
; afternoon
The White House gave out the following itaaernent
! -Dispatches received from Consul Canada at Vera Cruz at 1
10,1). m. announced that the American forces are sow in complete
'possession of the city, thatswarently no fatalities among Amer-
lion and foreign non-combstamts and that firing had ceased exceptfor nemaional picket shots."
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couple crossed the mountains. to Pittsburgh, a
distance of nearly three hundred miles, on horse-
back. The elder Foster was a substantial busi-
nesa_man. He purchased. large_tract of land.
then outside of Pittsburgh, but now part of the
city, which he named Lawrenceville -hT honor of
Captain James Lawrence of "Don't give up the
ship" fame. During the War of 1812. when
Washington had been burned by the British and
New Orleans was threatened, urgent orders came
to Pittsburgh for supplies for Jackson's band of
defenders, but no money accompanied the orders.
Foster nevertheless shipped the supplies, which
reached Jackson in the nick of time. But the
Government never settled for them, and the
judgment which Foster recovered still stands
unsatisfied on the records of the United States
Court at Pittsburgh. His patriotism. however,
undiminished, he donated a piece of ground in
Lawrenceville for a soldiers' burial place. A
monument marks the site.
Of William Barclay Foster's children. Mor-
rison Foster- died is-recently as 1904. He was
a man of means. Another son. William Foster,
was the first vice-president of the Pennsylvania
Railroad; a daughter married Rev. Edward
Buchanan. a brother of President Buchanan. and
her daughter is the wife of the president of one
of the great railway systems of the United States.
Henrietta Crossman. the actress, whose full name
is Henrietta Foster Crpssman, is another dire
ct
descendant She is ,a grandniece of Stephen Col-
lins Foster. These are all interesting facts, as
they show that Foster was of gentle birth, which
explains the delicacy and refinement which give
his melodies much of their charm. Moreover,
there was no reason .why he should not have
spent a very happy life save that he became a
slave to drink, so that he died in want in a New
York hospital and came near to burial as an u
n-
identified pauper in the potter's field
On July 4. 1826, while the semi-centennial of
American independence was being celebrated on
the Foster grounds at Lawrenceville (now part
of Pittsburgh). Stephen Collins Foster was born.
It is said that when Foster was but two years
old he used his sister's guitar as a plaything and
that at the age of eight.= he taught himself the
flute, a,nd later the piano. His first composition
to be -publicly performed was a waltz, the
"Tiega," which he wrote for four flutes, and
played with three of his fellow students at the
commencement of the Athens (Pa.) Academy.
where it was received with great applause. His
first published song. written and composed when
he was sixteen, was "Open Thy Lattice. Love."
When he was nineteen he formed a singing club
among the young men of his acquaintance, which
are so familiar that the popular mind does not
- associate them with any particular composer.
They are all characteristic of genuine folk songs.
and 'as simple as they are, they are destined to
surK year after he hair C-oinp—OIF'd '"ITncle
Ned." and while he was clerking in his brother
Dunning's office in Cincinnati, he wrote "Oh,
Sitsanna." Not having as yet taken up music
professionally, he made s present of these two
songs to-a friend, who cleared ten thousand dol-
lars from them, and developed-what was then a
small music publishing business into one of the
largest houses in its line in the West.
Several of Foster's lyrics reverberated his
personal feelings. "Massa's In de Cold Ground."
although, of course, a darky song. was written
under the sorrow and feeling of loneliness caused
--by hit ittlierg death; "Old Dog Tray" in memory
of a beautiful setter he had owned: "My Old
Kentucky Home" as a musical souvenir of the
picturesque homestead of his relative. Judge and
United States Senator John Rowan. of Bardstown,
- Ky. It is said that "My 04d Kentucky Home." was
written by Foster while he and his sister were
ow a visit to the Rowan home One morning
while the slaves were at work and the darky
children romping, the two young visitors were
seated on a bench in front of the homestead. In
a tree overhead a mocking bird was warbling
•
From a bush near by came the song of a thrush.
According to the story, this bard wrote and com-
posed the song then and there, and when enough
was jotted down for his sister to obtain an idea
of the melody and of the first stanza, she took the
Sheet from his hand and in a sweet, mellow voice,
that chimed in with the surroundings, sang:
s
"The snit shines bright in the-old Kentucky home.
'Tis summer, the darkies are gay;
The corntop's ripe and the meadow's in the
bloom,
While the birds make music' all the day."
"My Old Kentucky Home" .is the twentieth
of Stephen Collins Foster's "Plantation Mel-.
odies." It was undoubtedly the intrinsic merit-
and- beauty of Foster's songs -that lifted the •
Cheritir—iiilifstrels Mom the low position_psuallY
occupied by such troupes to something like that
of a respectable concert room, both in this coun-
try and in England. Foster caught his idea of
writing his so-called negro melodies from listen-
ing toAthe absurdities then in vogue with the
burnt-cork gentry. He walked home from one of
their concerts in Baltimore with the banjo strings
ringing in his ears, and before he slept he had
composed the ridiculous weeds and taking air
called —Camptown Races." with its chorus of
Du da. du-da. da." He passed from one finer
met twice a week at his father's house, and he ,
“ocd____Ke seen began composing smign- tone to 
another until he reached the perfection of
for this club. the first being "The Louisiana 
simple Traittc't in--”44/4 
Folks-at
Old Kentucky Home" and the music is his owsi.
Belle." A week later he wrote one of his best-
known songs. "Uncle Ned,", and in which his
happy faculty. of Expression is very prominent.
Together with "0/d Folks at Florrie" and "My The -sttn shines bright in
 the Old Kentucky home.
Old •Kentucky lionie," his -most familiar .com- jjj
jjr, the -darkies are :
positions are: "Beautiful DRamer," "Come
Where My Love Lies Theaming." 'Don't Bet
Your Money on the Shanhhai." "Gentle Annie."
"'Gwine to Run ,All Night," "Hard Times Come
Again No More," "I See Her Still., in My
In-catns;"•"Jenny June," "Laura Lee," "Ltwisiana
Belle." "Massa's In De Cold Ground," "Nel
ly
W'as a Lady." "Nelly Bly." "Qld Dog Tray,"
"Oh, Ifois. Carry Me 'Long," •"Old Black Joe
,"
--13h, Susanna." "linclgr_the, illcsw She's keep_po 
tno?r, my lady, oh, weep no more today!
ing" "Uncle Ned." "A'irginia Belle," "Willie. We We *41 si
ng one song' ro-F-die-
• !lave Missed "You." and ."When This 
Dreadful Some, ' • • .•
f.visiedr composed for die
 old Kerii-u ky: borne, far away
-11tretri, hymns. .•
In running over fists-01'Stepheti Collins`
".-FrIster's songs it is found to include man
y that
My Old Kentucky Home.
The corntop's ripe and the .meadow's in the
bloom,
hile the birds make merry all the day.
The young folks roll nit die little cabin floor
All merry, all, happy and bright:-
By'm 4.y-, hard times comes a-knocking at the
door.
Then, my old Kentucky home, g9od night!
. •
tm more 4NM4. possum iferthe
On the meadow, the hill and the shore
They sing no more by the glimmer of the moon
On the bench by the old cabin door_
The day goes by like a shadow o'er the heart.
With sqtrow where all was  dellght• 
The time has come when the darkies have to part.
Then, my old Kentucky home, good night!
Weep no more, my lady, oh, weep no more today'
.Wr will sing one song 'for the OR Kentucky
home.
.For the old Kentucky home, far away.
The head must bow and the back will have to
bend,
Wherever the (Jerky may go;
A few more days, and the trouble all will end
In the field where the sugarcanes grow;
No matter, 'twill never be light,
A few more dais tillre totter on the road,
Then, my old Kentucky home, good night!
Weep no more, my lady, oh, weep no more today'
we will sing one song for the old Kentucky
home.
For the old Kentucky home, far away.
One Sunday afternoon in the home of one of
his. brothers he composed and wrote his most
ambitious composition, "Come Where My Love
Lies Dreaming," as a solo and as a quartet. '•
Foster is described as a man'of comparatively
small stature, but of great physical courage. He
was exceedingly sympathetic and tender-hearted.
as one would naturally gather from his songs. He
is said to have been a very light sleeper, and in
this connection there is a very humorous anec-
dote: One night a strange. dog. prowling about
the place and htrieliog, so-disturbed Foster that
he seized a Poker.and. dashing out, chased .the
animal away. Next day the family made siert:-
of this incident--at-the expense of the author :..nd
composer of "Old Dog Tray."
In 1850 Foster married Jane Denny Mc-
Dowell. the daughter of a leading Pittshurzh
physician., Shortly •afterward he received sack
flattering offers from his publishers. Firth Pond
& Co., of New York, that he decided to settle in
that city.. But after he had been there a year—
he grew so homesick that one day he announced
that he uas going home, disposed of his furni-
turebeioe—evening, and .041 next day -late at
night, rang the bell of his parents' home. He
remained hofne until IMO, when, having sepa-
rated from his wife, he again went-to New York
There his unfortunate habits grew upon him and
at times he walked the streets in an old glazed
cap and shabby clothing which made him look
more Irl:e a tramp than the composer Of songs
that were being sung on all sides. He would
write and compose a song in the morning, -sell
it in the afternoon, and spend the proceeds in
dissip.tioii-before night. In January. 1964, while -
suffering from fever in a cheap hotel. he rose_
during the night for a drint-Of water. was AO
weak that he fell when—rieir the washstand, and.
in so doing, struck against the broken lip of the
pitcher andgashed his neck. He lay on the door
insensible until discovered in the morning bya
servant who was brrnging tOwels to his room.
When revived he asked to be taken to Bellevue
Hospital, vi here he died from fever and loss of
blood on the 13th of January. His identity , not
being known at the hospital, his body was taken
to the Morgue, where it remained untiL finally
.his friends traced it and prevented the composer
of so many sweet stnd lovely melodies from being
buried as a pauper. Neither the Pennsylvania
Cemkany nos-the Adams Express Corn-
.pany would arCrOt anything for ceiwying his
body to Pittsburgh, where he was buried betide
jrts- rreemsz-while A voiveseree hisa4 of- the best
• ,musir•ian4._ Of tbteitY played, Tdqule-‘4 ill" At
Love Lies Dreiming" and .64 Folks- at }loins'
pi operations in Mexico at Vera Cruz took on renewed
to-day when Rear Admirita Badger landed more
the Atlantic fleet and the United States forces pro-
the entire city.
e orders of the president were being carried out to
was made apparent in conference at the White Howse
. ted States will "sit tight" at Vera Cruz and that we
of pacification will be taken at this time.
nt, it was declared on high Luthority, that the
Cruz would hold the city to convince Iluerta that
t means business and that no action would de Silk-
until there are retaliatory actions on the part se
vernment
iedy at Folio has been found to give any
light why the tragedy took place
W. 0, W. Lingetiaas
Death of our Sovereign Com-
mander, William R. McCoistimn
of Cypress _Camp No. '216 of
New Concord Kentucky. Was
born on the 23rd day of J.
1872, and died Jan. Mt, 1914.
He leaves a wife and seven*
children and an ageA mother to
mourn his death.
Another Sturdy Oak has fol.-
len. • num.' Tacet Claimant.
The Sovereign Commander's
fairwell address to the Camp am
the first meeting night in Dee_
He said boys I have been expos-
ed to the messier, and this nor
be the last time ever meet
thwiethlayir tibr s,thabut imef ettiswiehbe
you, come to the Camp and at-
tend to your business as ycra
have ben tofore. But it essay
40 Two of the shots walls raid that mourn and
the back of Mrs, mourn as the years roll by, do
below each shoulder we precieve the need of listen
lag to our Counsel Commander's
parting advice. He implored as
to love our povereigas and to see
that our sovereigns should be
mforeed as a whole rather dew
a pert, w?. who privikaliditto
associate with nins both perms-
ally rnd ksew
po—erleas are any huir,in kkarlteir
to express our affection ani. efts
predation for him. 011.
psthy with the surviving falai
. Be it enacted that a copy o
the resolutions be spread on the
ta.er in the af- minutes of this- Camp and s
but Dr. Whitehead, eopy-be sent to the heresy's*
ined the bodies in the family and a cepy be seat till
ays that the lhooting et2"eoduntra copyaPerto ftbe°r PiasobL.,ea
noOn t was well iMcCu
! taken place early sign Visitor.—Cornmittee. C. 
A.
chairman: C. P. Me
the neighbors that ICuistoo; Bob Debars
!ro and Hastings were!
ts and it is the belief ; I *OD POSITION OFFER=
had a quarrel which to the young m
an who
n the tragedy. There ir°114°14 ef-ASSI140.;KEPING d'GREGG
igns: afvsetrinali yggl;arl college, and tin HAND in the ems
Fr
's. 
lilstings was eitY tied to it but
t)f Stath Fulton snd make titood,_ 14
popu4tr. Ije receatk;placed In il irto
the RATA iat Vibtreh fbarecb itapritt
nights ago. Nothing maps!.
ty., April 20.--Sun-
im Thomas C. Hest-
marshal of South
n., shot Mrs. Fannie
path and then placed






!ter of the principal
ting. called at the
me on State Line
earch of her father
two cold in death.rearm
of the house and
, which spread
pity like wild fire.
he entering the room
i tragedy occurred
Renfro laying on her
Hastings' head rest-
feet Hastings held
Smith & Wesson in
lich had been fired





leer vi oast knocked
tnem haw own-
on ne4 wrist The
tht. shooi,m: ;a
Some 01 the •e;gil
'ley heard shots is .he









(a) His Aim 
(b) His Week Day Work with the Leen
 .Prof.'




Devotional... ..... _ . Rev
(a) His Qualification 
(b) His Workewith the Leases P L
(c) Between Lessons    Yrs.
(d) Before the Class   -.H.
Ike Saidav-Schsel The Cc's Oppertissity
(a) As a Field Dr. C
(b) As a Force. Peof. .
The Advantages of a Cradle Roll.. .Mrs.
The Righrs ofra Primary Pupil .Mr..
The W'esIdy Adult Bible Class..
The Sunday School:in Its Relation to Un.
Childhood..  Rev.
Sermon ........ . . . ...Rev C. A
Wedsesaay, April n





The styles this season are in marked con-
with what has gone before. They tkredif-
Wand prettier. Our stocks are complete
varied enough to meet the most exacting
Our book of styles from our Ready-to-wear
Shoe Departments illustrjting the very
rrt of this Season's Ready- wear and Shoes,
ptionally low %priced t eet mail order corn-
ion is for the.,.conyOnience of those who
; run into the std/frequently.
Come to our store if yod een. if you can't come
us your order by mail -- your orders by mail will
re our immediate careful attention. If you have
?ceived one of our Shoe and Ready. to-wear Cata
s, send us your name and address.
Whenever you want samples of Dress Goods or
iing in our Dry Goods line, write us write us to-
nyway, you surely want something.
SCHOOL AND MISSIONARY COI
ris District' .--111cleuzie, Tem., April 27-29





(a) Of Yesterday Re
(b) Of Today. Dr. L
(c) OfsTomorrow  Hon
(d) LI Work with the Scholar
Dev3tional 
World We Maims
(a) Authority  Rev. J
Rev.
(c) Source of Power • , Rev.
(d) Individual Responsibility  .Rev.
The Church's Present Attitude, Is It
Should:Be'  ...Rev. J.
The Foward Look   Rev.
Rev. J.
(b) Purpose 




tal Its Organization J 
(b) Its Purptiae 
(c) Its Greatest Need 
(d) Fi fty• t aro Sessions Possible Every
• t  R, E.
How to Make the Most of Childrens Day_
Rev.
The Essential Feathers of the Successful:
School Rev. F. N.
re-schen are:requested to be preseut u ea
Tliey wLLl. Appoim as Terry as is
respective charges:and urgeltheir atter.
tents are:also reoursted to: be preeent. T
d tat liov. Wyatt a MeKeentie the %raid
r4-ter Atriett alCaortrifffi. Ili
Ati• sr' 
Rev. A
oy • prominent pnymman ADO 11
t usually so successful tn- remov-
ing trickles and giving a attar,
beautiful complexion that it Is
sold by druggists under guaran-
tee to ref d the moneg,1f it
fails.
Dail hide ur kiss un-
der a veil, get ace of °th-
ine and rano, in. Even the
first few pile ions should
show a w erful 1 provement,
some of e lighter recklee van-
ishing entirely.
. Re sure to ask the druggist
Ifor the double strength °thine;it is tilts that Is sold on the mon-ey-back guarantee.
Card of T'hasks.
Ws wish to express our thanks
to our many friends and neigh-
bors who were so kind to us and
stood by us in the sickness and
death of our darling wife and ,
mother, Shellie; and when the
same comes to them may each
and every one be favored with,
the same blessings they have'
shown us. We also want to
thank the doctors and aprsesi
who did all they could. Mayi
FAIRVIEW STOCK FARM IN CALLOWAY CO.
Fairview Stock Farm oilers tor the breeding season of 1914 the most tempting dad
emetic* eudaceineets that have ever been offered to the breeding retc..d A putrid cut-throat
for the services of the greatest breeders that have ever this section of the
country, has been made.
—
Sprague Patch an excellent individual, sired by the world's Champion Pacer, hes beimmost shamefully reduced to the low pfice of $80.00.
Braden Gentry most wonderful horse, that contains all the qualities of his famoussire, John R. Gouty, has the pitiful sum of $20 attached for his services
The jugefian 1.1 phenomenal trotter, a race track fiend, and like his sire, The Bondsman,
is one of the greatest breeders that has ever been brought into this coun-
try He suffers the same humiliation as ‘entry and will make the season for $20.00
Napoleon the Champion Mammoth Jackand the Handsome Black, Jack.
make the season at $12.00, and never has t
at such low prices. It is rediculous, we ad
Kentucky, who ha never met his ,Vaterloo;
ARMACK, by a *famous imported sire, will both
services of pith fine blood ever been offered
't
This is absolutely the last sea,opkf this barn of stoc
be on the marl et at the close of this asoril,
Mr. Breeder, this is your ledt chance this fine barn
will be elsewhere next season. Lovers of fine ",jock should
golden opportunity of a lifetime.
•••••• ••••••
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k, as they will
of stock. They
grasp this last
The Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station and its Work
Edited by Thomson R. -Bryant, Supt.
EDITORS NOTE This is the sixth of a series oraetimelsia—am The Kentucky Agricultural Expenment Station and its Work
Restoration of Fertility to Rundown Lands
BY H. B. Hendrick,
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station
, ire much in excess of those whose fertility is beim;
. maintained and improved or restored. This condi
• tion affects all of our people, and its_iniquities ma.
be visited upon the third and fourth generations
The virgin soil of this state was many hundred
years in formatiert- It consists of a mixture of .the
early rock fonnaliOns and the decay -erf 
and animal (organic) life which grew thereon The
frost, the water and the wind were the chief agencies
in reducing the original rock to the finest particles.
which now constitute our various soils. The " first
plants were a lower series, such as the fungi, the
algae, the mosses and theferns. The decay of these '
lower series of plants with the broken-down rock
particles formed the basis for the growth of the
higher series of plants which now constitute the food
of all animal life
Soil, then. is minetal matter plus organic matter.
in the process of 'decay. The mineral plant-food
elements af ally soil i're therefore largely dependent
upon the original rock formation Of the section
The- most important of these---elements are phos
phorns. potassium sand calcium The last two of
these are very abundant in most Kentucky •soils
The decaying organic matter (humus) of the soil
performs mom -important functions Some of these -
are:
I. It furnishes nitrogen, .the most important ele
ment of plant growth.
2. It adds greatly to the moisture-holding ca T
pacity of the
3. It furnishes, materials for bacterial develop-
ment in the
It keeps clay soils friable and porous so that
air can circulate freely.
5. It jite.cnts plants from heaving out of the
ground in winter.
6. It furnishes mineral plant food elements in
best form for plant growth.
There arc several potent factors which have de-
pleted our soils. -Corn, which is our principal crop.
••'" draws heavily upon the plant-food elements of the
soil. A 100-bushel corn crop requires 148 pounds
eft nitrogen, 23 pounds of phoii;horus and 71 pounds
ToT11 ---Ph-iirog midis shuve,n in this Xrtte.te--- rotation-, of srsspt. lnsluhngfif. tilepea-k--wheat--01" potassium-Tor "at -ArTaiiiin. The nit rogiola-1131-- -
were taken from adjacent field's. The' fields clover and alfalfa (no tobacco). Thei fanner feeds furnished from the humus of the soil. Planting corn
are owned by different-Yarmers and the line one hundred .or pore beef cattle every Winter and or tobacco on thc same field for several years in
fence is all that. separates them. In fact, the placings has sixty acres' ef'alfrilia upon his four-hundred-acre succession without- wintEL cover  Crop is very detn-
94-the vanirra-_-ter get the two-vu-sies--were not fifteen farm. • Mental to the soil. ThilitrirLKiiiiiiiity"are mostly
. _
rods apart.. One of the photographs shows a' field Here we have represented- side by side, the way -lolling clay soils. Such lands are easily eroded.
grown up to weeds. broom sedge, wild briers and by which lands are run down, and the means by
brushes The rolling surface ..f the field is badly which they eati be kept up. or consistently restoesd
washed am! ;milled, the erosion from Water having to fertility When they have been run (town. The run-
cut drtches fully three feet deep The other photo- fling dosvii of fertility. or.depletion'.of soils, is a slow
graph Shows a beautiful. field of • alfalf a. free from process, likewise the consistent building-up process.
weeds, .nearly waist high, capable of producing the by restoration of _fertility, is stew. In this particular
first cutting .frilly two tons of cured, hay per acne case the depletion gra condition of low productive."'
The two fields were- the same kind of soil and rep- ness, on the one farm. leas been in process for thirty
resent the same innate fertility: Thirty „years ago ' or forty years. while on the other ferns it.has_taken
clittarastas,a-iska-uunthoc--4-moersto-ausid-op:alaisamilAm,a. high- _
thou.iS not in the.soil but in the farmer. The .Oiranct state of productivetiess which is above the average
, of the one ,farm .has been for years a t'atl and... of the (-oft ...... nity and is even above the..natural fer-
Asst. Agronomist,
The irrinvon dernon•ira• n field m;th the ,un down gutted are• and The Webster Stone Company's
hatestone plant ,n the distance
tohaceo• grower, ieepina etiMparatively7 little' limit,
-...•••:-.--apti-trotitetttie-Mmostisset1411;K. irftiler".4404/.16,•!•••••4g. mieftmtsio-im
- PM -i11vt tireftallfirlifenrtIrt 41n1Wilt*':•Afifft-' 1 01.1-nititiiiiie'lefenTAWIVIltee.11Kratt'P -istivitafiratik••••
years. The owner of.the other farrn.rows regular ,lilt- feature is that the farm lands being depleted














































































































AA V II* Ali %/WARMS - ASO 11'',A I
ANNOUNCES -FOR CMG
In this issue of the Ledger
will be found the formal an-
nounctrient of Hon. Robert W
Scott of Paducah, as a candi-
date for congress from the First
Ceegrestional District of Ken-
tucky, his candidacy subject to
the action of the democratic vo-
ters of the district in the Au-
gust primary election.
In presenting the name of Mr.
Scott for this very important
position the Ledger is convinc-
ed that he is in every way ca-
pacitated to fill the position
with credit to the people of the
district and honor to himself.
Mr. Scott has been a member of
the state senate for the past
two terms and is splendidly
qualified to discharge the duties
of a congressman. He is a na-
tive of Western Kentucky and
has long and closAy been ailed
with the business interests of
'1 0 at AtP a man of plegehig
out from their school houses
'they may noa ahlftbem for any
Lawful purpose, social, political
or religious.
I I introduced and secured the
. passage of a law for the bene-
congress must launch out upon a fit of taxpayers and property
new sea with no chart except owners limiting the time for
the wiedom and fidelity of its which delinquent taxes may be
statesmanship. It is especially ' collected. This law not only
incumbent, therefore for the vo- i tends to promote the more punc-
ter3 to use the greatest gstria 13-i ttial collection of taxes when
selecting men to make up the they are first due, but protects
new congress that will serve for the innocent purchaser of delin-
the two years beginning Marchiquent property It removes a
4; 1915. I great hindrance to the whole
I am not unmindful of the. real estate interests of the state
fact that I must be judged by and puts the exchange of prop-
the high standard which 1 am 'erty on a more intelligent, cer-
raising for service in that con- i tam n and satisfactory basis.
gross. It would presumptous in i I introduced a bill to gu
me to hold up that standard in tee bank deposits and as a .
the announcement of my candid- !suit set in definite motion than
acy were it not for the fact that' just reform. The time is
it is not for the candidate to say far distant when the people dm
who shall serve the people. It deposit their money with abeo-
is for the people and not the can- , lute security and have returned
didates to choose a man as the . to them every dollar deposited
whether banks fail or not. Sim-
ilartlhaewsdien other s tsta es
work to the interest not only
to the
ed 
nominee for congress in the Au-
gust primary. It is my duty to
acquaint the people with my!
idea of fitness tor this dim sad
•
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The common practice of leasing corn and tobacco
fields bare during the winter months permits much
leaching of plant-food elements and much harmful
washing
Very poor care is taken ef farm manure. Be-
tween fifty and sixty million dollars worth of manure
is produced annually in Kentucky,,and approximately
one-half its value is wasted by leaching, by heating
and by washing away in streams.
There is a seeming effort on the part of farmers
TO restore fertility to run-down lands by the use of
.ommercial fertilizers. In 1903 the farmers of Ken-
tucky bought from 30.000 to 32,000 tons of fertilizers
at a cost of $697.500. The tonnage used kept in-
-reasing until, in 1911 and 1912. there was purchased
each year from 60,000 to 65.000 tons at a cost of
51,406,250. During these same ten years. 1903-1912.
the yield per acre of the five principal crops, corn.
tobacco. hay, wheat and oats, showed no increase.
The average yields for Kentucky were
Corn Tobacco.
Average 1903-1912 .. .28.4 bu 835.7 lbs.
verage_ 1'911-1912 • 282 bu 8.450.16-
'Hay. ---wheas.—.— Oars_ it the
Average 1903-1912..1.308 T. 11.6 bu 21.65 bu
Average- 1911;1912...1.090 T;-- -11.35 bu -22.65 bu
Sonic, positive,_ practical factors in maintaining
fertility, or in restoring ruti-down lands are • .
•11 A-` regular cropping system which includes
Alfalfa two weeks before cutting. O. of Li
* woary's
prettiest alfalfa fields_ A run doses area is lu
st over the
fen, e in the distance at the right.
Under the Contract this field must
end of, Ove_years _
be left covered with
legume crops. such as reel -clover. cowpeas. soy beans.
alfalfa, etc. The legumes have the ability to fix
atmospheric nitrogen in the soil, a power not pos-
sessed by corn, wheat or tobacco. About one-half
tko. Now that the reform hes w 
41111
_ inaugurated in this, stator
lie may expect It to hays rapid'
growth until it is accomplished,
It is not in any spirit of boast
that I enumerate the things I
have done and tried to do in of- A crisis has oeen reached in the Mexican •ot
iiciai.capp.city for th people of iPrssident Wilson Tuesday authorized the SC
Kentucky. They are not in the sieze the town of Vera Cruz. This was fICCOITI
least indebted to me for them
for I have been paid in full , the loss of twelve American bo.y.s and the •w
emolument and honor .Of. t fifty more. The reported Mexican IOW
Bee. An far as the people me
eonverned the slate is clean and ed from 150 to 200.
e account balanced. I call Company L., National ;uards, of
your attention to my record in -I0/ the crack companies of the state, is expecte
y reward, but as an earnest of
ce thug far' Ilet 
as 
seeking/ad into service stin early (tate. This comps
her desire and fitness to posed of about 60 Murray boys and of this nui
e you. I do not ask you to
inate me for congress as an
oreetnent of my record.
I shall base my claims for the
ination primarily upon what-
merits I may have and not
the emeerits of those who
oppose me. The weakness-
es of my opponents, if they have
any, can not constitute strength
In me so far as service to the
5. Where little stock is kept, or where the farm
is run down, a good growth of some legume crop
should be turned under once lit three or four years
In some parts of Kentucky the natural productive
ness of _soils can be much incresed by the applica
lion of materials which are rich in the element phos
jiticitus. Many soils of the state need lime in some
form before. red Clover or alfalfa can he suecessfull%
grown.
The Eitension Department has some fields in
the state where it is demonstrating methods of re
storing run-down lands to productiveness. One of
these fields is located at Irvington. This field con
taint twelve acres, six acres of which were said '1%s
the owntr not to be worth one dollar an acre for
farm purposes when taken over by the Extension
Departm" one year ago. The land was lifirally
an area if gullies with practically all surface soil
washed away. -By rtit---use --of ground limestone
legume crops are to be grown, and by turning
under some of the crops grown the land ts to be
'restored to fertility. The Department is under con
tract to leave a good stand of red clover or alfalfa
_on..this field in five ,.yeas from the time of_ taking_
-oierthe field. A full account of 'labor and material;
used upon the field is being kept. Information with
regard to methods used and progress made will a..ri
pear in later writings fr ne the Extension Depart
ment
the nitrogen required for the 'growthof leguminous
plants is taken from the air. On most of the 301is
of Kentucky corn should not be grown oftener
than one year in three or four. e
.2 The crops grown should be fed to stock upot.
the farm in so far as the owner can, with careful
study, make this a profitable business. The value of
the nianure produced should be entered as a credit it
stock feeding.
3. All stock she-Old be kept bedded with straw m-
other cheap litter to retain the liquid manure, which
contains about one-half of the plant-food value of
the total excremert. The manure should be spread -
as soon after being made as is possible. It should._.
never be permitted to leach by rains or fire-burn. •
4. Winter cover crops should always follow cul-
tivated crops. They •utilize the available plant food
not used by the regular crop, which otherwise
might be lost fro.m leaching, and also prevent much' from
W 
" .,f,relnda‘c,"Mrofto.,".",."• Ihhe,
washing. does not g
row red clover, or other legume crops
are eager and anxious to go to the front.
Vera Cruz is Occupied
Washington. April 22. The Americrn forces are
control of Vera Cruz. No nee-combatants were in,
fighting there. This word was received from Consul
afternoon
The White House gave out the following sesame
"Dispatches received from Consul Canada at Vet
10 p. m. announced that the American forces are no
possession of the city, that apparently no fatalities a
le is concerned. I Mk you and foreign non-combatants arid that firing had,
to judge solely or what I aTitinoceasional picket shots.'
n operations in Mexico at Vera Craz tool
ar to-day when Rear Admiral Badger
n the Atlantic fleet and the United State
te the entire city.
7 le orders of the president were being ca
was made apparent in conference at the
tted States will "sit tight" at Vera Cruz
s of pacification will be taken at this tim
present, it was declared on high authori
ra Cruz would hold the city to convince
nent means business and that no action v
co until there are retaliatory actions on
government.
Profits From The Poultry Flock
al J. J. Hooper,
Collage of . Igriculture, State University, Lexington, Ky.
---%
F
ROM the thirteenth census of the United States 
in conjunction with the rest of the experimental
we find there are 8,457.000 chickens in Ken-
 work which will prove a boost to Kentucky poultry-
- lucky, and that these birds are worth $3,857,- 
men. The work is designed t'' appeal to the farmer
456. These chickeni proAtiCeZ 44,313.377 doren- ti
nts- --and--ess-lead_ him to follow better methods in .the
during that year (1910). which- were worth $7,605,116.
In addition to the eggs produced. $6,937.008 worth 
of
chickens were raised in 1910. In other. words, the
poultry crop of this state for 1910 was worth $14,
542,124. During that same period the' potiltry prod-
ucts of Missouri were worth $33.918.187. From these
figures it will be seen thit the production of eggi
and chickens in our sister state is more than doub
le
that of Kentucky. However, in Iff99 the poultry
products in Missouri were worth 'only $18,41R000,
so that Kentucky is today where ,Missouri was t
en
 go in the poithry industry. This great in-
  has been due to the fact that a Poultry Experi
. snieet•Staticsu. was.e4abliAhtd itiMiasouri eight yek
ri
ago which has served to greatly:, increaseinterest 
in
up .to-date poultry culture on the part of the Mis--
, . sour, 2fireket. — .
......... ..yaw .10.!te..v., --- 
'1101123101:'41MIN ' . .. 
 PAT •'Icanplreinialle --
has recently e141ste shed a poultr7tarm arLez 
.....1,
" - --' 'i4
be thy
management of his flock. The. poultry houses on
the station farm Sre very practical and can be
adopted by any farmer in the state. The- •farm is
located_ in the suburbs Of Lexington. and it is antici-
pated that several hundred farmers will become ac-
quainted with the methods followed at the poultry
yards each year. Approximately eight hundred birds
of seven different varieties and a home at this pool
try plant.
Recently the .Experiment Station held a large
poultry show whete 382 single birds'and 250 birds in
pens were exhibited. These chickens came from all
over Kentucky, and it was noticeable that the
farmers in this stale are now_rgising efficient chick-
ens while in the past they have not raised these use-
-fed -typea-So sti-c11..a great extet_C__ It might be noted
that not a single game bird was entered -in the Asw. '
but that the show was made up quitelargely of the
egg lay-444nd —
In•,,Adertinf. any breed the farmer' mint adopt
the one tbift appeals' to him or that he .14kti. The
rs_,•e=sitar.„, aria* ....1#e Attic kent . such. a$ the Leghorn*,
....are anted -few their 'en-layung. while the larger. • -
W 1.44.Vii
MAY SEE SER
at Faltss has been found









ntil late Sunday 1872, and died Jan
He leaves a wife






the first meeting ni
He said boys I have
ed to the measles, s
be the Iasi time I'
with you boys, but
the last time that







g. called at the
on State Line
h of her father
two cold in death.
of the house and
, which spread
'ty like wild fire.
entering the room
tragedy occurred
Renfro laying on her
*stings' head rest-
teet. Hastings held
Smith & Wesson in tend to your busi
ich had been fired have here tofore.
Two of the shots well be raid that
tiethe back of Mrs. mourn as the years
below each shoulder we precieve the no
shot at the base tog to our Counsel 1
d, one snot went- parting advice, H
.astings' braia while ito love our sovereip
shot probadly w.stj that our sovereir
enforced as a irlsoli
a part we who ;-,•,? -
associate with 'aim
ally and officially
powerless are any 1
heard shots in the
about 2 o'clock arid4
_ was later in the af-
t Dr. Whitehead,
ined the bodies in the
ays that the shooting




li.nd it is the belief GOOD POSITIO
a quarrel which to th
e tragedy. There
of a struggle in
For several Years
astings wag_ cite
4-Seuth Fulton and make pod
isopular . He recent- Placed In a
Hotist obursb-,.of
ts ago. Nothinr Thomas,
W. O. W. La
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The styles this season are in marked con-
trast with what has gone before. They are dif-
ferent and prottier. Our stocks are complete
and varied enough to meet the most exacting
taste.
Our book of styles from our Ready-to-wear
Sad Shoe Departments illust ng the very
cretun of this Season's Ready- wear and Shoes,
exceptionally lowvriced t eet mail order com-
petition is for thb\ co nience of those who -
can't run into the i • , frequently.
Come to our store yolseep, if you can't come
send us your order by•mail —youe orders by mail will
receive our immediate careful attention. If you have
not received one of our Shoe and Ready- to-wear Cata-
logues, seed us your name and address.
Whenever you want samples of Dress Goods -Sr-
anything in our Dry Goods line, write us- write us to-
day anyway, you surely want something.
RINDAY SCHOOL AND MISSIONARY Cl)!
?nit Destid.--Mckeane, Tee., April 27-29.







80 a. m. (a) Of Yesterday 
45 a. m. (b) Of Today 
00 a. m. (c) OfiTottiorrow.. ....
The Superintendent
lb a. in. (a) His Aim 
30 a. in. (b) His Week Day Work with the Less
Prof.





00 a. m. (d) His Work with tbelleboler . . ....















(a) His Qualification 
(b) His Workewith the Lesson  ...P. I
(c) Between Lessons Mrs.
(d) Before-the Class. ................H.
The Sunday-Scheel The Church's Opportunity
(a) As a Field  .. Dr. (
(b) As a Force  Peof.
The Advantages of a Cradle Roll.. Mrs.
The Rights ofta Primary Pupil....Mrs.
The Wesldy Adult Bible Class 
The Sunday School_in Its Relation to lin •
Childhoed  ...Rev.





00 a. m. (a) Authority
15 a. m. (b) Purpose -,- —Rev
90 a. m. (c) Source of Power Rev. I
46 a. m. (d) Individual Responsibility  Rev.
00 a. in. The Church's Present Attitude. Is It
Should[Be/  Rev, J.
15 a. in. The Foward Look Rev.
90 a. m. Is the Church Ready? Rev. J.
DO a. m. Sermon




15 p. m. (a) Its Organization
)Op. m. (b) Its Purpose 
Lb p. m. (c) Its Greatest Need 
p. in. (d) Fifty-two Sessions Possible Every Ye
.R. E.
15 p. in. How to Make—the Most of Childrens Day.
J 
Rev.
p. m. The Essential Feathers of the SuccessfulE
Scheel Rev. F. H.'
11 the preach!" are:reonested to be _prompt as ea
!it of the Val. They %Will appoint as many • as or
n their respective charges:and trrgeltheir httendi
erintendents aee:also requested to: be preeent. T
_Sorward to ite4 5F. Wynn of McKenzie the no
gates a-ei al',fbose who expect to:attend.—L. D. Hi
FRECKLES,•
I Deal Hid* Use III& a Veit b-
um Von Witt no Oahe
isneriptkos
This perseriptkin for the it
movsl of freckles was vnatten
by a prominent physician and is
usually so successful in remov-
ing freckles and giving a clear,
I beautiful complexion that it is
told by druggists under guaran-









e lighter freckles van-
ishing entirely.
Be sure to ask the druggist
for the double strength othine:
It is thi" that is sold on the mon-
ey-back guarantee.
Card at Thsalis.
We wish to express our thanks
to our many friends and neigh-
bors who were so kind to us and
stood by us in the sickness and
death of our darling wife and
mother, Sheltie: and when the
same comes to them may each
and every one be favored with
the same blessings they have
shown us. We also want to
thank the doctors and nurses
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FAIRVIEW STOCK FARM IN GALLOWAY CO.
Fairview Stock Fare offers for the breeding *eases of 1914 tio• most tempting all
mac* sitiolealIfets that have ever been offered to the breeding pfbik. A pima edidorsat
testocti011 ter the services of the greatest breeders that have ever Messed this iodise of the
country. has been made.
Sprague Patch an excellent. individual, sired by the world's Champion Pacer, has beenmost shamefully reduced to the low pfice of $30.00.
Braden Gentry a most wonderful horse, that contains all the qualities of his famous
sire, John R. Gentry, has the pitiful sum of $20 attached for his services
The mge,..6  11 phenomenal trotter, a race track fiend, and like his sire, The Bondsman,is'""' one of the greatest breeders that has ever been brought Into this coun-
try. He suffers the same humiliation as ;entry and will make the lesson for 820.00
Napoleon the Champion Mammoth Jack atand the Handsome Black, Jack,
make the season at 812.00. and never nas til
at such low prices It is red iculous, we ad
Kentucky. who hist never met his Waterloo z
ARMACX, by ous imported sire. will both
services of h fine blood ever been offered
t.
This is absolutely the last seasopqf this barn of stoc
be on the marl et at the close of this
Mr. Breeder, this is your )át chance this fine barn
will be elsewhere next season. Lovers of fine ock should
golden ottortunity of a life Ifme.
• 111 • AI '
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This dry ipowdered feed is thoroughly mixed to-
gether and *placed in a box or a self-feeding- hoRpier
w ere the ChicIenssaii"eat it at will, and they con-
sume a large quantity durink the course of a day.
__This_ furnishes material which is needed in. -egg_ pro-
duction. Also the farmer can make use of some
silage, which will furnish a succulent feed and
cause the birds to in  in their egg laying during
the winter. At the station it is a practice to sprout
oats in boxes. These oats are placed in the cellar.
which is usually at a temperature of 45 degrees F.,
and we find they sprout very nicely without addi
Initial heat. Some of these green oats are thrown
to each pen of birds at noon every day
liecause of the improper methods of feeding and
the poorly constructed houses, it is not customary
in Kentucky to get very many eggs during the winter.
but if a poultryman will adopt the .suggestions made
above. we believe he will be surprised at the increase
in egg production during the winter months.
_A box ful of dust which has been mixed with lice
Plumper birds.. such. as Ake .Rhode Island ,Reds and . powder should be placed where the birds will dust
 -Rocks; wee-tried for meat and ewproehte-----thentsetres in - the wthter. 35 welt as in the suthmet:-----the elin-11 feed onee a day. Clean water is very •
ltion, if pure-bred chickens could be distributed to Clean water should be furnished in a sanitary foun- peces..iry, as young birds drink a arge quantity
'every farmer in Kentucky to replace the mongrel tain -and the roostsShould be painted with a carbolic of it. It should be changed several times each
orcSocks found on many farnis. the profits frinn the dip every two weeks to prevent lice'from crawling day and an casional addition of potash will help
p_oultrY-industry would be greatly enlarged, and it ia on the birds when they are roosting, and in the to keep the young chicks free from disease When
one purpose of the station to- interest the. faruters spring and fall the houle shOttd 'tie whitewashed the chicks are two weeks old green Clover is
.in improving the breeding of the chickens, inside and out. pulled ind the stems,tightly bound with a string
Most of the poultry houses used in this state are Properly constructed chicken houses will cost no Then the ',undies of clover are hung inside the
not properly constructed. The stoop houses or the more than those improperly built, and in many rases Pen where the chicks are kept. They will quickly
ones with slatted sides are particularly objectionable. the old houses can be rearranged so that they will eat all the green leaves. Some green feed is
The poultry house should be closed on three sides serve the purpose. required. but too much Of it will-cause scours.
and the side toward the east should consist of a Now that the hatching season_ .is 'approaching the The earthworm terses as a host for the gape.
large cloth Curtain: There should be at least three following remarks in regard to the rearing of young worm. Therefore chicks that are allowed to run in
chicken yards where, poultry has been maintained
for several years find worms that are infected. In
eating these earthworms the chicks swallow also
the tiapeworms and soon crontract the disease. At
the Experiment Station, by keeping the young
chicks on fresh ground, our chicks have not ha.I
. . • a single case of this di•eise up to date.
of stock. They
grasp this last
square feet di door space for every bird confined in
the house during the winter. At the Experiment
Station farm the birds are bedded with six inches
of clean straw, which is replaced once every month.
The united grain feed is thrown promiscuously about






hunt for it. This gives them exercise. The ration
used at the farm is made up of two parts of cracked
corn andloner..nart_of=7-whole wheat in. winter,. and
two parts of wheat -and one part of cracked corn in
the sunimer. It is highly advisable to examine the
birds from time to time to see Ilkat they are not
becoming too fat nor too poor. _
In addition to the grain feed the station uses si
mixed feed made of finely ground ingredients- as
follows :
100 pounds of bran,
200 pounds of middlings.
200 pounds ,of cornmeal.
200 pounds of rolled oats. t
200 pounds of dried beef sclap,
.150 pOunds okalialfa meal.
7$- -pounds- el gInten -'.teal 
25 pounds of odmeal,
R pounds of fine table salt,
25 pound?‘-uf-perwrterett-tharcoaL t_.
The anfortun•te type a bn.. I ousd oa many
Restock, farm.
,chicks may be. timely.
The Rearing of Young Chickens.—The death rate
among -young chicks in this state is unnecessarily
high. A large percentage of this loss is-due to poor
management. t
The vitality of the young chickens-depends upon
the vigor of the flock. The strongest chickens are
hatclit'll from eggs that are produced in the spring
when the flock is.on range. When the birds are
confined closely' in the winter it is a common expe-
rience that the fertility and vigor is very
lii comparison with the incubators and brooderif.
the heti can very satisfactorily hatch the eggs and
care for the young chickens. The nests used for.
broody hens should be made of some fine mate-
rial such as 'hay, because coarse straw allows the
heat from the body of the hen to escape,. while the
hay maintains a more evia-temPerature.
Nests that .have been made on the ground will
keep in a more moist condition. and it is probable
that the young chicks when hatched will be some-
what more thrifty than if the nests had been placed
in a box 'in a position off the ground. The reason
for this  is that the nest that is in .contact with the,
__ grouse, is 'kMoist and -in turn maintains the moist-
ure in the eggs. During the hatching the moisture
inside the egg decreases in quantity.,
, When the chickens are hatched they should be
kept in'the incubator for twelve hours. Then they
should be removed and placed under a warm brooder.
,it this -period they should be supplied a sprinkling
of .119.e chick grit and some lukewarm water. The
grit t y/ill prepare the digestive canal for its work.
The next day finely cracked chick feed should he
led.'"At-thif .period the best poultrymeiroften feed
rolled.oatst whieh has been -freed from their hulls
The het kind of rolled oats td use are those that
elhave been prepared fir, human food. However, a -
this station. splendid results have hem secirr_sd
yourig birds on nothing but
lima-At-1kt ind-often slay-s--firzel.y-powiltrart.
grow feed is placed within reach of the chicks.
Tta_contams a misilitc of bccf, scrap,. fish acrap
*shim shorts or some other .ingredient, It causes
- rapid griE4ili and the Young chicirrate`; rryTatid
of it. Powdered charcoal is- also sprinkled on top
A suiatt,s•triat --fuuss• sib4-* -fkrefs-sr--4igise-lledinas.
It is very necessary that the young birds should
not be chilled or they will certainly be stunted in
their growth. Any deformed or weak chicks should
be killed during the firii4welve__hotirs of- -their:— -
lives. because they are liable to contract some dis-
ease and spread it through time flock.
Shade-is required. If there are no trees in the
yard. shade may be provided by making_an. awning
out of feed sacks 'Sr cotton cloth. Sunflowers and
hemp have sometimes been used to furnish shade.
If the St ung birds are allow.ed to run in a cultivated
field during the summer they will get good exercise
and a number of insects. t -
--During the next few days the poultry department
at the Kentucky Experiment .Station will be greatly
enlarged, and it is the intention to make it as useful
_ to the farmers as possible. Information will be 
supplied to correspondents at any time -free of
charge.
)1 large colony house wah •cloth curtatee frost,
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parently disinterested animal, of course, had to
listen. "It's another ca•e of man's inhumanity to
man, old fellow." he said. "for here I am within
a few miles of the sweetest girl on earth, and
I might just as well be in Europe." Just then
he, in the distance, (-aught sight of a rider ap-
proaching him There seemed something
strangely familiar in both the pony and rider,
- the trail almost_ beneath her feet. The lironclus_ p_artignlar_hurry_to file _that: claitn,_yoo Would and his inertness gave away to 
instant vigilance,
stopped at the little stream and the rider dis- find it more comfortable sitting up here than as he sit his pony at a rapid lope to meet the
mounted, took a folding cup from his pocket and standing down there, and I would liketo have approaching figure Sure enough 
it was her, and
joined his steed in drinking. "here's to you. old you tell me about your strike." as they drew up alongside
, she greeted him and
boy, in the finest ,drink ever distilled. and that's Jim accepted _ the invitation with alacrity, said: "W
ere you surprised to see me, Mr.
t"some water, too' - He rook- off his Stetson and - gekee he hat 11Feb 11i girl -re-smit---b-een in
wiped the perspiration from his -face and gazed hurry to file his claim and to satisfy his diving% "Yes, most happi
ly surprised"
with deep admiration at the scene before him 4. a-sou-are meal, more acute as .lie neared "Aunt Emma had one of her 
had headaches this
11-11ras one of the fatrettf--141tots-411-4-4“-tion -Girls-had occupied a very Stnal
1. pan_ morning andI was lonely over at the _ranch and
the country, where. natural beauties were few,
indeed. Some romantic traveler, years before.
-has christened it -"Waters of Delight." Through
a_small cleft in the mountain side a little stream
poured out its waters over a rock-shelled cliff,
some thirty feet high, forming a tiny waterfall.
The narrow points of several canyons met here,
and in the background the sides of one of them
towered up several hundred feet. There were
dumps of grass, green fr  the moisture and the
waters of the stream, the only verdure in that
sand-covered conntry for miles around. To the
left of the waterfall there was a grass-topped hill
of dirt, some ten feet high, from which a good-
sized tree spread its sheltering shade over the
Little dell. 'The stream wound around the foot
of this. ind slipped away into one of the cantons
beyond.
The girl, slipping her revolver a little nearer nearly gone and_my exchccquer was
to the front, was watching hint intently. hut 
running
very low, so I determined to abandon mining
quietly. She saw the look of amazement in his for a terhile and make for this section to get a
eyes as he observed her for the first time. He, job on a ranch. Two days later I found myself
stepped *forward and said to her, 'Ate_ you a at a little stream, and, bending over to get some
sision or just a girl?" water. I saw unmistakable evidences of gold in
"Just a plain, every-day girl," she answered the sand. I had no way to pan it except with•• • s••
of Jim's thoughts for the list five or six years.- --1-Inew that you were lonely ou
t here, so I con-L. -
eluded to come out and 'ride fence' with you
for a.couple of hours."
During the next three weeks Frances
"rode fence" with Jim a nunilier of times. Then
he was relieved of his sration and given another
one which brought him into the home ranch
every day '
Several of the,cowboys possessed good voices
and there were occasional evenings of music up
at the ranch house- Jim and Frances were both
dearly in. love with each •othcr. but Jim knew
that while Frances' father, David Owens, was
kind to the boys, he was gruff and overhearing,
and, if Frances showed any ,decided regard for
any one of the boys, he would most certainly he
summarily discharged. While no outspoken ex- •
pression of love had been exchanged by them.
they had become "Frances" and 'Jim" to each
other. There was a secluded little nook over near
the well4muse that they both agreed about the
nicest little spot on earth to meet for an occa-
sional chat,- unobserved by any prying eyes, and
one evening they came to- the mutual conclusion
that future existence without each other would
- my camp skillet -so I-- d-over---tostil--tise- next 
be absolutily in2possible. This agreement W a.
"because I have' seen the 'Waters of Delight' day. staked. m . 1 • Var her T a 
. iiv satiVactorily signed and sealed. jim. told her•
tlie must frcautritzt -*Ity1,41.efer -tft14
v,b7arolike rather  4,tingry,hungr  
 and
„fo„ "act”than pleased 
that he never ought to have spoken of "his loveseveral times before, and have considered it one
my life an surrourldirgs 
to her because of his_p_recarious financial condi-
I appreciate tfie- fact that there has always been tion, 
But Frances told him that she was -not
one thing lacking to complete its delights; then:
• WO. I was startled a see a girl in this out-oftrthe-
way place." ••••
"This is my favorite 'retreat!" she answered
"I ride cit'er frevort the ranch -three or four times
a week and spend a couple of hours here."
"Then you live at one 'of_ the, ranches near
here" •
"yes. my father owns 'the Double-0 ranch,
about ten miles from here"
"Is David On•etts your father?"
"Yes, he is my Dad." she a.nswered.
"I worked there several months last year and
 __Lt____remernber_now that he had a daughter who was 
away at school at the,,,jime."
"Yes, father and aunt insisted On sending me
away for several years. to try to make a finished
young lady out of a ranch tomboy. hut I fear
thos_e _tears have been wasted, for I certainly love 
the ranch and ranch!,
It , la, MO 141
se• 
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they may now use tbem for any
lawful purpose, social, political
or religious.
I I introduced and secured the
Paeans of a law for the bent..
fit of taxpayers and property
owners limiting the time for
which delinqierir taxes may be
'collected. This law not only
ltends to promote the more punc-!tool collection of taxes when
, they are first due, but protects
• the innocent purchaser of delin-
quent property. It removes a
Igreat hindrance to the whole
reel estate interests of the state
and puts the exchange of prop-
erty on a more intelligent, cer-
tain and satisfactory basis.
introduced a bill to guars..
tee bank deposits and as a re-
sult set in definite motion this
just reform. The time is not
far distant when the people can
deposit their money with shoo-
lute security and have returned
to them every dollar deposited
'whether banks fail or not. Sim-
ilar law. in other states have
I worked to the interest not only
of the depositors but to the
ANNOUNCES FOR CONGRESS
In this issue of the Ledger
----- • will be found the formal an-
" nounement of Hon. Robert H.
Scott. of Paducah, as a candi-
date for congress from the First
Coegresaional District of Kea-
tacky, his candidacy subject to
the action of the democratk vo-
ters of the district in the Au-
gust primary election.
In presenting the name of Mr.
Scott for this very important
position the Ledger is convinc-
ed that he is in every way ce-
pacitated to fill the position
with credit to the people of the
district and honor to himself.
i
Mr. Scott has been a member of
the state senate for the past
two terms and is splendidly
qualified to discharge the duties
of a c•-mgressman. He is a na-
tive of Western Kentucky and
has long and cles?ly been ailed
with the business interests of
the. state: a man of pleasing
it•
congress must launch out upon a
new sea with no chart except
the wisdom and fidelity of its
statesmanship. It is especially
Incumbent, therefore for the vo-
ters to use the greatest care-in
selecting men to make up the
new congress that will serve for
the two years beginning March
4, 1916.
I am not unmindful- of the
fact that I must be juaged by
the high standard which I am
raising for service In that con-
gress. It would presumptous in
me to hold up that standard in
the announcement of my candid-
acy were it not for the fact that
it is not for the candidate to say
who shall serve the people. It
Is for the people and not the can-
didates to choose a man as the
nominee for congress in the Au-
gust primary. It is my duty to
acquaint the people with my
idea of fitness tor this office and
THE MONTHLY MAGAZINE
T"Eof ithof. coining up the rocky trail awak-ened 
fallen asgirl hleep. The clattering
her, and as she raked her pretty
face from the trunk of the tree, against which
she was half reclining, the hook which she had
been reading slipped from her lap to the ground.
She watched the ritler with interest as his
bronchi, loped into plain vicw and assed along 
Vd prefitanicv mars!, "laid-
astrte time heviag ...113.c!a.:. CO
tiom Now that the reform hat, 
•
have dune and tried to do IS of-
ficial capacity for the people- of
Xvntucky. They are not In the
least indebted to me for them
for I have been paid in full both
emolumetit and honor of of,
ace. As far as the people* are
concerned the slate is clean and
e account balanced - I call
ur attention to my record in
ce thus far, not as seeking
y reward, but as an earnest of
er desire and fitness to
ye you. I do not ask you to
ominate me for congress as an
dorsement of my record
I shall base my claims for the
ination primarily upon what-
ever merits I may have and not
neon the demerits of those who
may oppose me. The weakness-
▪ of my opponents, if they have
my, can not constitute strength
in me so far as service to the
le is conceived. 1 ask you
to judge solely el Whet I 11116-
been inaugurated in this data
we may expect it to hays rapid
growth until it is accomplished.
It is not in any spirit of boast
that! enumerate the Odes I
A crisis has been reacted in the Item=
Nesident. Wilson Tuesday authorized tim
sieze the town of Vera Cruz. This was Su
the loss of twelve American boys and tb
'about fifty more. The reported- Mexican
led from 150 to 200.
t Company National Guank,. of Miof the crack companies of the state, is exp
ed into service at an early clate. This co
posed of about 50 Murray boys and of tilt/
are eager and anxious to go to the front.
Vera Cruz is Occupied
Washington, April 22.—Ilhe Americrn,force
control of Vera Crux. No noe-combatants wet
fighting there. This word was received from C
afternoon
The White House gave out the following atm
`'Dispatches received from Consul Canada s
10 p. m. announced that the American forces at
I
possession of the city, that apparently no fatalit 
lene and foreign non-combatants and that firing
fne eeensional picket shots."
n operations in Mexico at Vera Cru
ar to-day when Rear Admiral Bad
nthe Atlantic fleet and the United
Ke the entire city.
re orders of the president were bent
was made apparent in conference
ted States will "sit tight" at Vera
of pacification will be taken at thi
present, it was declared on high ai
Cruz would hold the city to i_31)1M
nt means business and that an W




Soti_ of Dixie Story
ay Bait Horton
on my way into Wharton to file my claim"
Frances Owens had been scrutinizing Jim
Bennett carefully, and the result of her observa-
tions pleased her Tall, well built, with clean-cut
features and sunny hair, he was more than an
ordinarily good-looking specimen of manhood.
and she determined to become closer acquainted
with Mm, and she said to him: "If you are in no 
• "Your dear old Aunt Emma used to talk of
her pretty niece away at school You know she
bothered us homeless cowboys, and we were all
very, very fond of her, and I used to spend many
an evening on the porch at the ranch house play-
ing the guitar and singing to• her .She was a
mighty good womansfssr she stood for-my music."
"Oh. then you must he the Jim Bennett I have.
heard her talk about - She said that you.oun to . of the northern boundaries of the ranch This
go out on a prospecting trip.",. had been a ,rathee severe? disafpointment to him.
"Yes. I have been knocking around the flown- for thrgirl fever was rapidly displacing the - gold
- 4-,tstins _ever since. Yon see_ niY folks educated me fever_ ij, his mind. N
Vhile The post he had was
to he a mining engineer, and after I left ,borne only sevsn. or eight *miles from the
 ranch, it
in_the. East_and canie_West I had a job for required at  that partienite time of t
ilt.. year tite
a short time with a Mining company up in -Mon- 'most-constant vigilance, so that
 he had to liter-
. (an After I worked there a fills, "months the ally sleep on the job and could not get int
cr the
-•-•••••steempany abed L anis mintica,joh. .;ince ray eh-
but he hadmccasionally wondered just what the
girl of his dreams would look like, and it now
flashed' across his mind, that this question was
anewered for the future. As he seated himself
beside her in the grass and took up the book
that she had been reading and casually glanced at
it, he said: "If you are as fond of the 'Broad High-
as I ant, we certainly have strong mutual
friend "
"Indeed, I ant fond of it." she answered
"Won't you tell nut about your strike?"
"It certainly looks like a good one; in fact. I
am confident that there is quite a little fortune
in it. I had been knocking around for the past
eight months, gradually working my way south-
ward without much success, and a little more
than a week ago I found that my supplies were
"What are you going to do- if. you haven't
sufficient. money to outfit you---wbite you are
working it?" She asked him.
"Well that's'the question that has been puz-
zling me." _he.. said_ "0.1 'course. if it's only a
placer deposit it will only require a very simple
equipment. The-main thing is to secure„supplres.
so I guess I'll get a job on a ranch for this-next
three month s. ancl•then.get busy." • • - •
"Why not come over to our place? I heard
father say yesterday -that he could use a couple
more men.'
.
"I surely wisold be glad to go back there
again. and I will ride over from ‘Vharton to
rnorrow nd avk l.m for a fob."
Frances rose--And said: "It's time that 1 was'•
making for the ranch. My pony is hobbled over,
in that little canyon, and we can ride. part way
back together."
When -.1-int--)eft-- Franees-.44-Wene and :took
the trail for Wharton. he had already come
to the conclusion that there were elements in
life sweeter than the "Call of the Wild." The
next day he rode over to the Owens ranch and
-was readily given a job, for, despite-his wander-
ing instincts. lim Bennett was not only a first-
class'-.onwboy in every•respect,_but everything ht
dilst.-do he did well. -He did not ii- i-inyt-fting•of.
Fradces, for he was immediately sent tia, ride one
'fikffilifre-Orytew•-ar"tmwm4'"
' thekl have Iteen alterrtil _cowboy and Trotter, lirit WO. -
without having made mun-cif a suceese-iireither Itts-ttagele-irrlire pockets of his "than"
 his Stet-
job. About a week ago. though I believe I son on the back of
 his head, was laying hare the
itruck something that looks good, and I am vIner - secrets of 'his heart' to hi
s broncho. and .that an-
\
fearful of his met succeeding in life and that any-
how' she knew of it without his telling, and that
if he had not told her very soon, she would have
seen to it that he did. The very next evening.
however. tkose meetings were brought to an
abrupt termination. for. as they were bidding each
other good night, Dave Owens suddenly appeared
on the scene and a fearful outburst of parental,
wrath ensued. They both attempted to remon-
strate, but Dave Owens would not listen He
turned to Jiro and said: "You get your time,
young .feHono, and bike out of here in the morn-
ing. \Viten the time comes for my daughter to
magy, I want her to marry, something besides
iscalth-anst good looks  ___Thit_goes_tvith_you tor  
- -att-rtme."
Jim left the next morning without having an
opportunity to say good-bye to Prances. but he
determined to see het again in the near future
He knew that.  the owner of the adjoining ranch
disliked Dave Owens intensely, so he rode over
there and laid his case before him and was
readily given a job, for the rancher welcomed
the opportunity to, help anybody do anything
that Dave ()wen 1 did not like, and even went so
far as to have Hi'4. 'housekeeper ride over to the
Owens' ranch and arrange a meeting between
Tim and g Frances, unknown to anyone. Jim had
written- a letter to Praise-es in- which he stated
that he 'expected to. go tilt -and work his mine
and that he hoped-16r- success iris-short time,
and that if he succeeded he would try to induce
her father to change his mind. The letter was
written.erith-tbe sole idea that it Could 'he inter-
cepted hy Dave .Owens•s-as it was s--- so that no .
envrawalf# AFOU14 efid 95-+e-i 71-aliCiS"
thus prevent their meeting' Nearly a month
followed and they 'had met rotniber of times, •
•
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The styles this season are in marked con-
trast with what has gone before. They are dif-
ferent and prettier. Our stoats are complete
and varied enough to meet the most exacting
taste.
Our book of styles from our Ready-to-wear
and Shoe Departments illus •rig the very
cream of this Seasott's Ready- a wear and Shoes,
exceptionally low • • a a eet mail order com-
petition is for th co nience of those who
can't run into the s a. frequently.
Come to our store yqa'neen, if you can't come
send us your order by•tnail—your orders by mail will
receive our immediate careful attention. If you have
not received one of our Shoe and Ready-to-wear Cata-
logues, send us your name and address.
Whenever you want samples of Dress Goods or
anything in our Dry Goods line, write us- write us to-
day anyway, you surely want something.
SUNDAY SCHOOL AND MISSIONARY CO
Paris District.--Mckenzie, Tenn., April 27-29.
Monday, April 27th, 7:45 p. m. Sermon. ite.
Tuesday, April 28
9:00 a. m. Devotional 
9:15 a. m. Organization.
The Suaday -Sc tool
9:80 a. m. (s) Of Yesterday
9:45 a. m. (b) Of Today..
10:00 a. rn. (c) OfsToetorrow.
The Superintendent
10:115 a. m. (a) His Aim 
1020 a. m. (b) His Week Day Work with the Lot,
Prof.
10:45 a. m. (c) His Week Day Work.with the Tea(
Dr.
Hc
1100 a. m. (d) His Work with the Scholar 



































(a) His Qualification 
(b) His Worke-vith the Lesson P 
(c) Between Lessons  Mrs
(d) Before the Class .H.
The Seeder-Sand The Charch's Opportunity
(10 As a Field.... Dr.
(b) As a Force •  Peof.
The Advantages of a Cradle Roll.. Mrs
The Rigtus ofta Primary rupil Mrs.
The Wesldy Adult Bible Class 










(c) Source of Power....„.. Rev.
(d) Individual Responsibility Res
The Church's Present Attitude. Is It
ShouldilBe9  Rev. 
4 .,. 1,...k.
The Foward Look....... Rev.t c 




(a) Its Organization 
(b) Its Purpose 
(c) Its Greatest Need 
Rev.
. (d) Fifty.t,o Sell3i0118 Possible Every
how to Make the Most of Children, D
8:00 p. m. The F-xnentisl Feathers of the Successf
School Rev. F.
• All the preachers are:requeeted to be preeeut as
night of the 27h. They will appoint as many as
from their renpeetive charges:and urge:Ar
Stipas4ntencients aeetuleo reteasted44 be present—
will forward to Rev. S. F. Wynn of McKenzie the
4 flour (pastry) ...
• danger of infectious germs By this priscess milk " 
granulated sugar
. Can beirpt for many days, and transported if neer,-
iiiiTC.—To prevent acidity of the stomach, add from
one: to two teaspoonfuls of lime water..40„eac.h sin
Water. • pint of milk. I.ime water may be bouglit at any
, • Water (11,0) is of the utop;st importance and 
dririmliset'slvateearstypporuerpartedwoatqhurrtse.
boiling water
_ print - In the cities this matter is taken care of. by
very necessary; bill it should be free frorn disease idncohvceiribenisrohf 
night: 
gstipr otuhroroffugthhlye




ties will profit greatly by kelot clean their cisterns.
 liquid that is•clear,_and bottle for use. - Keep kf a
. -
twi-,,n
ing !nails* and giving a clear,
beautiful complexion that It is
sold by druggists under mien-
tee to relu d the mon f it
fails.
Don't hid*
der a veil; get
me and remov
first few
show a w erful
.some of e lighter freckles van-
ishing entirely.
Be sure to ask the druggist
for the double strength othine;
it is th1s that is sold on the mon-
ey-back guarantee.
Card if 'Masks.
We wish to express our thanks
to our many friends and neigh-
bors who were so kind to us and
stood by us in the sickness and
death of our darling wife and
mother, Shellie; and when the
same comes to them may each
and every one be favored with
the same blessings they have
shown us. We also want to
thank the .doctors and nurses
who did all they could. May
•
FAIRVIEW STOCK FARM IN CALLOWAY CO.
Fairview Stock Farm offers for the breeding seem of 1914 the most temptiag aid
enticing eutiseesants that have ever bees offered to the breeding public. A geueral cat-throat
redaction for the services at the greatest breeders that have ever biesshd this section of the
summitry, has been made:
Sprague Patch most shamefully reduced to the low peke of $30.00.
an excellent individual, tired by the world's Champion Pacer, has been
Braden Gentry nmost wonderfu" horse. that contains all the qualities of his famoussire, John R. Gentry, has the pitiful sum of $20 attached for his services
The Algerian • phenorenal trotter, a race track fiend, and like his sire, The Bondsman.
is one o the greatest b
try. He suffers the same humiliation as
Napoleon the _Champion Mammoth Jackand the Handsome Black, Jack.
make the season at $12.00, and never has t
at such low prices. It is redicuious, we ad
ers that has ever been brought into this coun-
entry and will make the season for $20.00
Kentucky, who hap never met his Waterloo;
AIMACK, by a fpmoua imported sire, will both
services of h fine blood ever been offered
t.
This is absolutely the last scab o this barn of stock, as they will
be on the marl et at the close of this
Mr. Breeder, this is your • t chance this fine barn of stock. They
will be elsewhere next season. Lovers of fine ock should grasp this last





Cooking by Scientific Methods--Food
ill:MANI:1'Y can 
never be elevated until we
teach men and women how to live. Homes
will be made happier, by doing away with
the slavery of the stove. We must work o
n the
unit of the family in order to develop this 
simple
art of nutrition.
We may regard food as the power of life up
on
which the power of man to sustain himself w
holly
depends, and if the measure or the quantity of food
is not rightly adjusted to the conditions of com
plete
nutrition, both manpal and mental efficiency of man
will be impaired. if the--Yoree which is generated
by the assimilation of food is inadequate to the
 com-
plete support of man, he will become i
ncapable of
producing the 'results upon which his. earning ca-
pacity depends. Therefore. since We is a conve
rsion
of force, care must be taken in supplying the 
body
with the Pro'per conversion of force' - •
The body must be sustained and nourished by
food. The following are the thirteen elements 
found
in the body oxygen, 62,/, .per cent: hydroge
n. 10
per cent; carbon, 21Y/ per cent.; nitrogen, 3 per 
cent.
calcium, potassium.- phosphorbs. sulphur, chlorine.
sodium, magnesium, iron and (borne. 3 per cent.
The food taken into the body must contain 
the
elements found therein in order to 'sustain it, and
make the child grow, and supply the adult with
cient•-enerazy for his daily work. A chemical change
is brought about in all foods by the digestive s
ystem
het,ire it can be -I:Wired by •the body.
There are two classification of foods • -
1 Mineral ,cnatter •
Inorganic Water.r Proteid.
Organic • 4 Carbohydrates
Fats and oils:
LAA..
COMMoti salt. or sodium chloride ( NaCI t is
found abundantly in the body; it assists digest
ion in




The' vegetable kingdom is replete with starch
C.11.0.) and it is most abundant in cereals and
potatoes. Starch serves as an important heat and
force producer. It will not sustain life alone, but
is most important and must be taken in conjunction
with foods that repair and build up the tissues
- Sugar.
Sugar (C..H.10.j is equally as important _a factor
among foods as starch - arid -servei-the-tatrte - pur- ---
poses. However, all starch must be. converted into -
'sugar before it can be assimilated. Cane sugar or
sucrose is obtained from sugar cane:, grape sugar or
glucose from honey- and sweet fruits; milk sugar
or lactose from milk and doe; -hot ferment
Fats and Oils.
...In both the  animal and vegetable kingdom we find
the' fats and oils: they contain stearin i solid ), olein
palmatin isemi,fluid). Cream and butter.
being more easily assimilated. are of the first im-
portance in the animal fats.
In the cod liver and votk of eggs we obtain our
animal oils; the vegetable oils being found in the ..
olive, cottonseed, poppy and the cocoanut. and from
Ale various nuts. _
Fats may be heated to a gh temperature, as
considered in cookery they have no boiling point
When appearing to boil, it is evident water has been
added, and the temperature lowered to that of water
212 degrees F.
Milk. -
Protein forms tissue (muscle, tendon. etc 
ant Composition.—Proteid. 3.4 per cent; mineral mat-
fit) and serves as fuel ; fat-forms fatty tissue (not
 ter. 7 per cent; fat 4 per cent; water. /37 per cent.
muscle. etc.) and serves as fuel: carbohydrates are-
- lactose 49 p
erCent
transformed into fat and serve as fuel, all of which • The. value of milk as a food is obvious from the
yield cuergy in form of heat and muscular strength. fact that we find in it all that is required for the
Alcohol does not form tissue. but does serve as---rood of the young .during their most rapid growth.
fuel; tea and coffee (them, etc.) do not form tissue,
do. not serve as fuel; extractives (meat extract. beef
.tea) do not form tisane. do.not serve as fuel, and
-The-se-have rarions actions upon brain and nerves.
Milk. eggs, cheese, meat. fish, cereals, beans. len-
tils and peas are all tissue builders. albumin being
the principal constituent of the proteid matter.
This important suhstanceiis known as alhuo • in
.the egg: casein in the milk and cheese: vegetable
casein in _peas, beans and lentils • and in the wheat,
-glutine; gelatine .in the bones al.d gristle in the meat.
The carbohydrates supply heat and maintain our
energy ; they are found in - the starch. sugars, oils







• The diet of one in- - normal condition should be
regulated by age, sex, occupation, climate and season.
For instance. a child should not have starchy food
until the teeth appear, .as before this period there
are no ferments developed tclidigest such food. Less
food is -required by women than by, _men. Brain
workers should take easily digested foods, such as
eggs, fish, etc. The laborer needs quantity. and for
the reason that he is out in the open air foods like
• corned *el; cabbage, cornbread, etc. do not overtax
• hi; digestion. In old age the diet must again be-
come simple.
wlerlIts.ftretc.inedSoiciftl.winiarvoter seist,be, 0. use indrithak: eoo
l Plsotr- - • --. . _
• high altitude it boils at a lower temperature, AS watR, 5.34 per ce
nt': Casein. 71 per cent
ne 
hold. as it is free from salts and lime. Water freezes
at..12.degrres F....and boils at 2.12 degrees F., but in a
Otstrtior bastes: cgraaist.S -ad organic impurities,' it is
.41 
hsilk u4lit, of,buttet depends upon the way
tech- d and 
'Fat, 93, per cent; mineral matter, 95 per cent:
li•iftter of commerce ii-made from cream of cow's
Butter. •
_ •  ..teaK-but 
it- X 4. - , cm*
..preventi the gastric juices of the mouth from per- feeding 'to
ner stiouiii De Kept in i.cooe place- at
• ftSrming their -proper 
function in the digesting Of ,wrIl covered Itherwise it is hable• to' become eanct
•
• the starchy foodL t • • This is
 due t the albuminous constituents of
ron11111.111MI 
2% " powdered sugar.... - - 1 -
MI "•• confectioner's sugar.. ati., :it .1 '
2% " brown sugar... .... .1
2% " oatmeal .. .... . 1
411 " rolled oats  , • ' 'I 1 .
2% ' granulated cornmeal.  I
4Ilis •' rye meal T *  I ...
1 7ifk. - rice 
4i " graham flour  ' .1 • -
374_, " .entire wheat flour. 
4104- "- -Coffee . I
2 " fihely_chbpped meat.
9 large eggs, •• ' - -
I-square ftilier'i choriaTate 
3 cop almonds...Winched and
few grains is ti`SS4 than Aire-
• -5- eirsiMenti._ ' . 1
Irrabiespoons" • -4.---• :-
•2 tablespoons. .buttcr •
. 4 tablespOons flour.... .
There is some danger, however, in overestimating
its value 'in the dietary of adults. as solid food is
-essential and liquid taken should act as a stimulant
•and--a--eolactit rather than as a nrtnent. One .gets .
the most benefit from it taken at rrgu_lar intervals
-rather than at meals. Hot milk is often given to
produce sleep. Iced milk is not good for the reason;
that the cold reduces the action of the digestive or-,
gans by lowering them below the normal. It is not
good to give milk and meat at the same time, but
rather combine them with a' starchy food. In the
milk- we find lactose, casein and mineral matter. The
water varies according to thr adulteration. When
milk is allowed to stand for a few hours the globules
of fat, which havr been held in suspension through-.
out _the hquul, nse to the top-in- the -form_uf cream
thik is due to the lower specific gravity. The -dif-
ference in quality:AO milk depends chiefly on the
quantity of fat therein. A germ found in. the air
attarks a portion of tbe lactose in the milk. convert-
ing it into lactic acid; this, in turn, acts upon the
casein (proteid) and precipitatIs it, producing what
•is known as curds and whey.
In feeding infants with milk, sterilization or
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milk. acting as a ferment, setting tier the t,.r.
• pls. -. Butter should never be worked enough ti•
spoil the grain of the butter. Fresh butter sports
quick]) ; salt acts as a preservative_ Butter which has
become rancid by too long keeping may be greatIv -
unproved by •heating, and quickly chilling with
water. The butter will rise to the top and ma, ea•ils '
he reuno%er1
O9kery• ._ - -
Cookery is the art of preparing food I, n it..
i,ourashment of the body. Much time has beet. give
III the last few years to the' study-of foods *heti
necessary proportions and manner of cooking then, •
Lin•Ittors has e been shown by scientists that this
knowledge should be disseminated as a
..C(II,ketI" Is. found in the curriculum of putt"
,choois if malty of our cities and towns.
Foorl is cooked to develop new flavors. to make
it write palatable and digestible, and to destroy
micro-organisms. Correct measurements arm- atico
!otrly orme,--ary to insure the best results. SOthr,
owing to their.„,gpod ,judgment and experience, are
Ade to measure by sight, but the majority need
defunte guides:
Flour.. meal powdered and. confectioner's sugar 
and soda should be sifted before measuring. Mus
raid- aiiM baking powder, fènm standing in boxes
settle, therefore should be stirred to lighten; salt -
frequently lump t and these lumps should be broken.
A cupful is measured lever. - To measiiire-a-Trii#017------
put in the ingredients by spoonfuls or from a scolfir":
round slightly, and•level with a caseknife, care being__
taken not to shake the cup A tablespoon is meas-
ured leysl. A teaspoon is measured level.
. To measure tea or` tablespoonfuls, dip the spoon
in the ingredient. fill. lift and hotel with a-knife...the
sharp ,edge af_kniie_bsiw_toward tip of _speton. Di-
vide with knife with lengthwise of spoon. for a
half spoonful; dss ide halves crosswise for quarters
and quarters crosswise for eights. Less than' onr----
eighth of a teaspoonful is considered a few vain;
Table of Weights and Measures.
2 cups butter (packed solidly) pound
I "
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In this issue of the Ledger
will be found the formal an-
nouncment of Hon. Robert H.
Scott of Paducah, as a candi-
date for congress from the First
Congressional District of Ken-
lucky, his candidacy subject to
the action of the democratic vo-
ters of the district in the Au-
gust primary election.
In presenting the name of Mr.
Scott for this very import's
position the Ledger is convinc-
ed that he is in every way ca
pacitated to fill the position
with credit to the people of thei
district and honor to himself.
Mr. Scott has been a member of
the state senate for the past
two terms and is splendidly
qualified to discharge the duties
of a cIngressman. He is a na-
tive of Western Kentucky and
has long and closely been ailed
J.fl'4VA II
I. e time is not
it is not for the candidate to sayfar distant when the people can
who shall serve the people. It deposit their money with abeo-
Is for the people and not the can lute security and have returned
didates to choose a man as the to them every dollar deposited
nominee for congress in the Au- ' whether ba ka f il







oksisy expect it to have raptc
Sirewth until it Is accomplished.
It is not in any spirit of boast
that I enumerate the things I
have done and tried to cio in of-
ficial capacity for the people of
Kentucky. They are not in thel
least indebted to me for them l
for I have been paid in full both
In emolument and honor of of-1
Ace. As far as the people are,
concerned the slate is clean and
the account balanced. I call
your attention to my record in
iffice thus far, not as seeking
Soy reward, but as an earnest of
rther desire and fitness to
-e you. I do not ask you to
mate me for congress as an
orsernent of my record.
Y I shall base my claims for the
amine-ton primarily upon what-
ever merits I may have and not
upon the demerit" of those who
may oppose me. The weakness-
es of my opponents, if they have
any, can not constitute strength
in me so far as service to the
e Represent ex
clusively the following 
famous makes of Pianos
 and Player-Pianos:
Kianich and Bach, Henry a
nd S. G. Lindeman, J. and 
C. Fischer, Packard, M. 
Schulz Co.,
Werner and Co., H. P. Ne
lson, Walworth, Gerhard, 
Maynard,' Marlboro,. and man
y others.
OUR OWN
Grau Pianos and Player
-Pianos
are pronounced by 
experts as possessing t
he highest degree of 
artistic merit.
SATISFACTORY TE
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congress must launch out upob a
now sea with no chart except
the wisdom and fidelity of its
statesmanship. It is espeelally
incumbent, therefore for the vo-
ters to use the greatest care in
selecting men to make up the
new congress that will serve for
the two pats beginning March
4, 1916. —
I am not unmindful of the
fact that I must be judged by
the high standard which I am
raising for service in that con-
gress. It would presumptous in
me to hold up that standard in
the announcement of my candid-
acy were it not for the fact that
We have a complete
line of Victor Machines
and a most extensive
stock of records as well.
Victrola prices, $15, $25,
$40, $50, $75, 
$100,
$150 and $200.  The
Gran Plan makes it easy




lawful purpose social, political
, or religious.
I introduced and secured the
I passage of a law for the bene-
fit of taxpayers and property
'owners limiting the time for
which delinquent' taxes may be
'collected. This law not only
'tends to promote the more punc-
, tnal collection of taxes when
they are first due, but protects
the innocent purchaser of-delin-
quent property. It removes a
great hindrance to the whole
real estate interests of the state
and puts the exchange of prop-
erty on a more intelligent, cer-
tain and satisfactory rims's.
I introduced a bill to gua
tee bank deposits and as a re-
sult set in definite motion this
•









Peg o My Heart. •
you've Got Your Mothers Bi
g Blue Eyes.
That Naughty Melody.
That Ragtime Rciamental 
Band.
Entertainer's Rag—liot Rag.'
The Curse 01 an As lung He
art.
Daughter' of Uncle Sam—Mar
ch.





Illreils of others at tilos* 
prices. Rcaed U-set



































A crisis has been retched in the Mexican
President Wilson Tuesday authorized the i
sieze the town of Vera Cruz. This was acrc
the loss of twelve American boys and the
about fifty more. The reported Mexican lof
ed from 150 to 200.
Company L., National Guards, of Muri
of the crack companies of the state, is expec
ed into service at an early clate. This corn)
posed of about 50 Murray boys and of this n
are eager and anxious to le to the front.
Vera Cruz is Occupied
Washington, April 22. The Americrn forces a
control of Vera Cruz. No non-combatants were
fighting there. This word was received from Cont
afternoon
The White House gave out the following stater
"Dispatches received from Consul Canada at
10 p. m. announced that the American forces are s
--wesion of the city, that apparently no fatalities
and foreign non-combatants and that firing ha
werasional picket shots."
n operations in Mexico at Vera Cruz tc
ar to-day when Rear Admiral Badger
n the Atlantic fleet and the United Ste
ke the entire city.
le orders of the president were being
was made apparent in conference at ti
ited States will "sit tight" at Vera Cru
-4 of pacification will be taken at this ti
present, it was declared on high authc
tit Cruz would hold the city to convine
nent means-business and that no action




an Thomas C. Hest-
marshal of South
n., shot Mrs. Fannie
eath and then placed
, his right temple,
bullet through his
tragedy was not horn on the 23rd
til late Sunday 1872, and died
 is
He leaves a wife






the first meeting v
He said boys I hal
ed to the measles,
has been found
light why the trai




on her wrist. The
of the shooting is
' Some of the neigh.
Miss Edna Hut-
of the principal
g, called at the
on State Line
ether father
two cold in death.
of the house and
alarm, which spread
city like wild fire.
on entering the room
tragedy otteurred4-1* the last ti,me 1
Renfro laying on her with you-boys, le
Hastings' head rest- the last time that
feel Hastings held you, come to the 4
r Smith & Wesson in tend to your but
ditch had been fired have here tofore.
/ Two of the shots well be said thz
d the back of Mrs. mourn as the year
below each shoulder we precieve the
Jrie shot at the base ing to our Coutes
ad -tema_shot *era parting advice. 1
listingir brain while to love our severe
popbadly went that our eoverei
enforced as a wh•




to expresa our aff
predation for hi






i COTTO C cthe tragedy. There,_ 
N
'KEEPING d t
Halting* was city tied to it but an,
i4;
eFgo s tn
L. For several 
e vieralf7ears'n College'.HAD inanthde
South li\;tren and make good In-




y heard shots in the pathv 
Beit. e"acte4
with the s
ab clock an8 
iv.
was later in the af- 
tte 
"13/11J°1/8114minutes of this
t Dr. Whitehead, copy ec soot to
the bodies in the fasnitt and a
'aye that the shooting each county
• taken place early in 
tion and a
eign Visitor.
noon. It was 'well mccuistnn. chall
f he neighbors tnat eLestoe, Bob NI
. and Hastings were
and it is the belief





rarlea enough to meet the most exacting
Jur book of styles from our Ready-to-wear
Shoe Departments ilIustrting the very
n of this Season's Ready- weal and Shoes,
)tionally low.priced t4eet mail order corn-
ion is for th conyOnience of those who
run into the sto frequently.
,me to our store yOd'isan, if you can't come
NS your order by mail—your. orders by mail will
le our immediate careful attention. If you have
toeived one of our Shoe and Ready-to-wear C,ata-
3, send us your name and address.
Arhenever you want samples of Dress Goods or
ling in our Dry Goods line, write us---write us to-
nyway, you surely want 3omething.
(SCHOOL AND MISSIONARlY
fit Didrict.--AlcKerme, Ten., April rut,










() His Week Day Work with the Les
Prof.
(0 His Week Day Work with the Tea
• 1Dr'
.11





(b) His Workewith the Leans— ...1)
(e) Between Lessons 
(d) Before the Class 
The Sueday-Scheel The Cisreh's
3. (a) Asa Field . Dr
(b) As a Force   Peo
3. The Advantages of a Cradle Roll.. Mil
3. The Rights ofra Primary Pupil....Mrd
The Wesldy Adult Bible Class. _C
The Sunday School in Its Relation top






(c) Source of Power., 
▪ (d) Individual Responsibility  Rev
. The Church's Present Attitude.. Is It
ShouldfBe/
The Foward Look












▪ (a) Its Orgaization.R •
(b) Its Purpose.
, (c) Its Greatest Need 
(d) Fifty-tie Sessions Possible Every Y4
 11
How to bfake the Most of Children, Day
 .... Rev
The Essential Feathers of Us! Successful
School .•  Rev• F. HI
reechen-wm`nqueetect to be preePert as 0
• rt.h. They will appoint al! many as ft
trice::their
ts are:alaa reWastetrja be Prallet.-
tl to Rev. 8, F. Wynn of McKerisie the nai




Be sure to ask the druggist
Ifor the double strength °thine,
It is Oils that is sold on the mon-
ey-back guarantee.
Card et flasks.
We wish to express our thanks
to our many friends and neigh-
bors who were so kind to us and
stood by us in the sickness and
death of our darling wife and
mother, Shellie: and when the
same comes to them may each
and every one be favored with
the same blessings they have
shown us. We also want to
thank the doctors and nurses
who did all they could May
a most wonderful horse, that contains all the qualities of his famous
sire, John R. Gantry, has the pitiful sum of $20 attached for his services
The Algerian a phenomenal trotter, a race track fiend, and like his sire, The Bondsman.Is one of the greatest breeders that has ever been brought into this coun-
try He suffers the same humiliation as centry and will make the heason for $20.00
Napoleon and NACIE, by a fathous imported sire, will both
the„ 
the Handsome Black, Jack. AI
Champion Mammoth Jack Kentucky, who hap never met his Waterloo,
make the season at $12.00, and never has tit services of 'meth fine blood ever been offered
at such low prices. It is rediculous, we ad "t.
most Shamefully reauceo to toe low price ot aso.ou
Braden Gentry
This is absolutely the last seuo
be on the marl et at the close of this,staso
Mr. Breeder, this is your,Jgt chance at this fine barn of stock. They
will be elsewhere next season.- LoYers of fine' ock should grasp this last




(Continued from page 9.) 
secretly in sympathy wit
h Jim and-
"All right, Jim." said Franc
es. -I their efforts were
 not very strenu-
am going with you." 
ous. so that Dave Ow
ens tinally
"What do you mean. Fr
ances?" gave- up the search
 as hopeless.
- 'I mean that we will ride 
over to The next day 
Jim and Frances
Wharton tomorrow and get ma
rried started early on 
their trip to the
and take our chances tog
ether." • mine. They 
looked back along the
Jim remonstrated with her
, and trail as far as th
ey could see. but
told her that she must wa
it until saw no sign of
 any pursuit. They
he was better prepared to t
ake care stopped to rest 
their horses for an
of her, and that about one 
hundred hour at noon a
nd at three o'clock
dollars and the possibilitie
s of the they were wit
hin a few miles of
mine were all that he had He
 told Big Canyon. where
 they expected to
her of the possible hardships
 that camp for the 
evening They had
she would have to undergo, but 
she just topped a rise in
 the trail when
would listen to none of h
is argu- Jim. looking b
ack, saw two riders
ments. She told him that 
she had riding fast al
ong the trail. In the
considered everything and tha
t if he distance the 
foremost looked like
Dave Owens and the horse 
looked
like the broecho that, ,he 
usually
rode •
"That looks like your 
father.
Frances. I think that we had 
better
get into Big Canyon as fast 
as we
can, for we can lose him the
re." and
so they covered the next t
en miles
into Big Canyon with all the
 speed,
possible. When they readied 
the_
entrance of Big-Canyon. they
 eniatI
see nothing of the riders. 
hut Jim
determined to take 'no chances,
 and
they rode up the canyon fo
r nearly
.411 through that journey n
ever to a mile to wh
ere the canyon wid-
let you regret the step you ar
e Lak,-,,.....tned out into 
a little rock-strewn
•ing ' And so they rode
 into- plain. From 
this little plain the
‘Vbarton and were married
, sides of the canyon 
sloped gradu-
after the ceremony Jim wen
t out ally up to the 
top, broken by occa-
.-to-..purchase some camp 
equipment sional little 
terraces. and Jim de-
and a broncho to carry it, 
while termined to make 
his camp for the
Frances wrote a farewell letter
 to night on otte of 
these terraces. The
her father, which she- expect
ed to horses were tet
hered behind a little-
mAil, in the morning, for i
t was clump of trees
, where they could
their idea to: stay over nig
ht at not be seen fro
m the trail. Jim cut,
Wharton and get an early start'
 for sonic boughs fro
m the trees and
the three days' trip to the 
mine. made. a- comfortable
 bed and then.
It happened, however, that the
se ar- taking his water
 bottles, went down
rangements were to be su
mmarily- to the little 
stream that wound
upset. for Dave Owens. 
&turning through the cany
on to fill them He
from the southern boundary 
of his barely had time 
to reach the stream
ranch, met a cowboy oft a 
neighbor- when Frances. 
glancing down over
ing ranch, who had just re
turned the plain, saw a 
man -with a revolver
from W heron, who told him 
that in hand coming a
cross it. She saw
he-had pasited Jim and Frances 
near that it was not he
r father nor one
Wharton he old man gathere
d a Of their cowboys
, but, fearing that he
couple of his cowboys and 
went might mean some ha
rm to Jim. she
ifter them, vowing summary
 yen. drew her revolv
er and exclaimed in
geance on rules head - andr--he-
elle-- as Manlike tones .as
 she could as-
tered---into town just at the tim
e sume. "liancLs
up."' The answer was
-when Jim and Frances were- 
finish- a report from the
 stranger's gun
mg their wedding supper The 
son and she fell forward 
unconscious on
of the hotel-keeper-vase-ah
em its the sloping sid
e of the terrace.
they were coming into town 
and )im had just
 finished filling his
with the greatest haste. • poss
ible water bottles 
when he heard the
made for the hotel and ---irdtt-
•-tim shot and, running 
around the edge
that Dave_ Owens was In tow
n and of the canyon, 
was met by the coin-
looked crazy-mad. . . 
mend of "Hands up," and saw a 
man
- "We must get kmove on us t
hen. Standiog behind
 a large boulder with
Jim," said Frances'"and get out 
as a revolver pointi
ng toward him. He
_soon as polzsible. - 
threw his hands ,up, hut con
tinued
"No, dear." said Jim, 'you re 
frIr -ftt*N-441- toward the 
stranger.
wife now, and neither your 
father - Whit's- your
 'hurri7n—fh-e-Frtrart
nor anyone else -can separate us.
r asked him.
"That's true. Jim, hut remember
 'Who was that sho
oting" Jim
-t-h-if he is my father, and that I
 love answered ex
citedly.
him dearly, and, that I don't 
want "I'viri the guilty PAr
lY. my friend."
you to come rts---tdows. so if 
wecan he replied, "Yon- s
ee, someone who
get away let's do it" • 
- was probably yo-ur si
de partner
Jim retro-tan:Iv consented 
and, made an effort to 
hold me up a
. aided by the hotel-keeper,
- they bast. little while a
go. and I indulged in a
ily packed their equipment and 
little rapid tire target practi
ce I
• _star
ted for the mine. 
• don't think he'll hold anybo
dy else
leaSrineearT Olf lilt marriage Ia vreriag
white as_ a sheet
- purchase of the camp equ
ipment and "Fist- c.mrs sake, 
man. Aid you kill
-of the fact that they we
re at, the her
• hotel, and he reached the hote
l italf "Her'. What
 tha you il1eal0
an hour after they hat:Lick- .1t.ri
t helieve that 
I 'killed soimegne. for
tias dark he was unable to 
find out• there he lies
 on the terrace over
- '-----10hti:Aelsiele=--Aseortion • 
ther.itack,_ there" •




- was my wife"
 -• ' •
Istritwhile Jim and Peanc
eg. Kottt "Our wife
?"'he (Wonted running
- inured to-the 'saddl
e. rode until past . toward 
Jim. whose 'hands were still
-.7ifte1rtftftt.•arlettuAlt
ee• to up fl,
_ _ gratified • tim's gun wh
min
'rift tatg.ieJler. svii4jait' stall-
TM -arajn' • -NTs•111121rIllitilletil&She 
ntwr wot be
s; rhe .mordInte'llq4 si
r ales rrwli-Stralr1HeSkwr-V‘Xe - 
over Item as.
the trail and camped for
 the night. • • 
Titotsible
In the mor.nig, Dave Owen. and 
Pin 'retched .Frances' *hie and
-
his rowhoye endeavored.
 to.hea Is saw that hei f
ace was coveted with
which direction the coup
le had *bland ifid th
at one *Tin -WIN- Naga
gone Both of the 
eetwitoYa_ were tinder, appare
ntly broken. Her hat
wanted her at all he must tak
e her
now Of course, that set
tled the
matter. and, so it was arrange
d that
Jim should meet her the next 
morn-
ing, and that she should get so
me of
her clothing Ironi the house
 that
night and should secrete 
them
somewhere where she coul
d get
them the next day without 
being
observed. ' • 
•
When they met the next morn
ing
Jim said to her. "Dear, we Are
 start-
ing now on life's journey-lOgeif
fer,
and if shall be my sine-Pre e
ndeavor
ett
had-fallen oft and Jon knelt 
by her
side and laid his head- t
o her
breast. He felt her 'heart hea
t and
jumping up said. "She's not d
ead;
straighten out her arm and
 stop
that flow of blood." Then he 
dashed
off for some water When 
he -re-




stranger had wiped the blood
 from
her face, and he said. "My 
bullet
has just creased the top of her 
head
and her arm was apparently 
broken
from the fall. but I don't think 
that
she is seriously hurt."
\ Jim knelt down and took F
rances'
head in his arms. while the st
ranger
tithed the wounds Frances looked
The Reader of
this barn of stock, as they will
up at _hut with a tender smile 
in her
sweet eyes, and said to him 
bravely.
"don't worry. Jim. I'll be all 
right
now." ,
The stranger, with tre
mbling
voice. said. "yon. can't -imagine how
deeply I regret this I was i
n here
looking for cattle rustlers
 and
thought I saw- one I have 
some
men and horses down at the 
mouth
of the canyon, and we'll take 
her
over to the Wells' ranch. He 
is a
pretty good doctor and his w
ife is
the finest kind of a nurse"
So they bound Frances: arm 
to her
side and carried her toward 
the
mouth of the canyon. Meanwh
ile
C,t1titmed on page 14.1
this magazine section must
remember that it is due 
to the
encouragement and assistance of
the advertisers that he is receivi
ng the hest magazine section
published. The advertiser who does 
not receive returns will
not continue to adverti
se. Write to him and purchase his
goods whenever possible.
We can say to the ADVERTISER t
hat we can give you something
you can't get anywhere else
We Can Give You Kentucky Concentrated
I. And in addition a portico of Oka
, Indiana and Temp-sae, an a
Circulation of 134,000
in the bee agricultural sections ON EA
R I If In ; lugh class MAGAZINE S
ECTION
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He said boys II
ed to the messii
be the last Um
with you boys,
the Last time tk
".1
me action OI tne UllE111./Crlatal; 111!"
tors of the district in the Au-
Vie primary election.
In presenting the name of Mr.
Scott for this very important
position the Ledger is convinc-
ed that he is in 'every way ca-
pacitated to fill the position
with credit to the people of the
district and honor to himself.
Mr. Scott has been a member of
the state senate for the past
two terms and is splendidly
qualified to discharge the duties
• of a cIngressman. He is a na-
tive of Western Kentucky and
has bog and dos* been ailed
with the business Wawa. of
ship otitis, a man e islohur
•
4.
IlaV VT WIJIS I C1110 1.11,1111, VT I IL OGG TV AMA
the two years beginning March
1915.
I am not unmindful of the
fact that I must be judged by
the high standard which I am
raising for service in that con-
gress. It would presumptous in
me to hold up that standard in
the announcement of my candid-
tne innocent purcnaeler Ut uvuti-
quent property. It removes a
great hindrance to the whole
real estate interests of the state
and puts the exchange of prop-
erty on a more intelligent. --er-
tat's and satisfactory basis.
I introduced a bill to guars*.
tee bank deposits and as a re-
sult set in definite motion this
acy were it not for the fact that just reform. The time is not
it is not for the candidate to say far distant when the people cam
who shall serve the people It deposit their money with abso-
is for the people and not the can-1111ns security and have returned
didates to choose a man as the to them every dollar deposited
nominee for congress in the Au- il whether banks fail or not. Sim.
gust primary. It is my duty to ,ihir laws in other states have
acquaint the people with tnYiworked to the interest not only
Id.. of fitness or this office and of the depositors Amt, to dts
5 4..
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DEALER'S WANTED Kentucky's Apple _King
BET ON ON THE GROUND FLOOR
BIGGEST SELLER EVER KNOWN
lhoomeyee-11-11" :rimed tar Irty pi= esrow
imme - wit =nag. tuna=ptro=stind
Tim OM Rooms Food Co.
Rum fill illadtana RYA COUGARS. RA.
WONDER POWDER so-6-4 New.Dissolved gaso-
line absolutely cleans all artistes equal to French
and Swim clearer:. feathers. laces. 'levet
faecy wants dose without jemmy to fabric or cola.
Price, 10 coots and 25 coots.
WOODEN POWDER, kr 248, FULTON, KY.
Te..A11,401.1`1'RLY TRIM! Their
stmtintr so Introduce our wonderful
Predictive litreistberri Planta
rp.alare goveleTwamaff lima slag book
alnavatarraa• ammo., anal
NI. koarles An.••••11/1110 -.
repot 4.1.04. •O.•. P.  dorm
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Kasai is say and Pasture. Write for
lpfistbrigilt-tbendi and "Fran Circular.
lei, hew weer it. •
Herbert Anderson
,By E. I. Paxton
Kentucky agricultural authorities at
Lexington. ‘Vriting in the Inland
Farmer. Lowell Roudebush., an au-
thority, says: Kentuckians—Don't
forget this: For the forty-ninth
time sVe have said ityour state is
great in fruit possibilities In
1912-the finest winter apples of their
varieties I saw were in McCracken
County, in the Purchase. Just think of
it! Better than I saw in New York
All because there was a man behind
them."
"The man behind them" was Herbert
Anderson. In the year Mr. Roudebush
speaks of. Anderson gathered nearly
12.000 bushels of apples from twelve
acres.. .Any nun who knows the value
of a good winesap apple can easily
etcomput  what. the return Was. 111 ter-
ing -the-Vtiry of how he learned to
raise apples. Mr. Anderson said when
he first started out to farm, as a young
man, he planted three acres in apples
for his table use. "I have always con-
tended that anything you do should re-
ceive all of your thought and energy
So I started out with those baby trees
t to tend them as carefully, as pains-
takingly as I -could, and soon learned
it was quite a task. Each season taught
me more and more. At first I did not
succeed, but in fifteen years now I have
never had a failure. All that is neces-
sary in this community .to raise..-fire
• is knowing hcis• and work-
ing. The job can't be delegated to
the hired. man. It needs scientific
attention. Give the proper culture.
fertilizer, pruning and spraying and
Nature will do all the rest The
crop is sure and. certain. We.
down here, do not have to artifi-
cially heat our orchards to protect
from Spring frosts. We give our
trees the • necesssary vitality; and
the frosts we have do not injure
them at all
Mr Anderson has a great many
trees on his place producing 25 to
30 bushels each, and at $1.50 a
bushel, it .is easy to figure the
yield in -dollars and cent's. He is a
crank about his trees receiving( the
proper attention. and .it -is_ doubt ful
if the most devoted mother visits
more attention on a favorite child
than he does on all of his trees. Of
cource, tO this is due in a measure
of his success. ..-Like all successful
fruit growers. he has done some ex-
perimenting and he has developed
a seedling from a Rome Beauty
which he calls "The Paducah" that
apple dealers declare will make
tr 
,
Padatt famous. It is 'a splendid
nip'? 4'every way and comes just
at ii--stime when there are ho other
He has been doing it apples on the market—in August—
Lae wears- but: 4kt-the Kaaba. wcare -_&ad...4:azumand,, „not -Um.
oft n.cld 61. the folk in his own coon- a bushel at the orehard,i -tett pre,'
trytid nit give him honor. Ander- .dicted ' by those" who ttrofiti 16
son:Oapples ha.ve been linwitnte? the klow that almost all America will
W.;1.41..glilfrAtamercl-ll•ashiRlit- be eating . -T he raducalr''.'befutt
ion, ;Were t‘e-y•lia.Velin detraM7t.lour -Then .4.1r. Ch
-.to he the .best • of their ragratier Gt those • who arse' inquisitive, about
. which it has -record; and they have Paducah- that it somsthitig good
4 received, equal . recognit inn from tha . _
'A story that Irvin Cobb likes to tell
is that when he left his native town
nut writs-FLA-sr-to Make his name and
fortune and was introdtrced as "Cobb.
of Padt.cah." a frequent query was:
"Paducah—is that the name of a drink
or a recently discovered , disease?"
Most everybody that knows Cobb now
knows that Paducah is the metropolis
of West Kentucky. the home of "Judge__
Priest," and that there Mr. Cobb has
found the inspiration for many of his
best stories and Minion-ins sketches.
To use 3 bromide, Cobb put Paducah
on the map.
There is another man in the country
near Paducah who will bring added
fame to-the town in a few years. as
'well as to The stite. Ask anyone you
meet what Kentucky is noted for. and
.he answer will be: Fort, ;Is pretty
women, fine whiskies and fast horses
and tobacco. In a very short time the
'moving ones will reply: Ifs pretty
i -omen, fine apples--;-at least. chival-
rous men will. place-The ladies first.
and deservedly, tooirfast horses and
tobacco. The days of whiskey seem to
-I-- he numbered. sinte tbe_greater portion ._
- of Kentucky is now "dry." The corn-
W monwealth will always he famed for
THE, GREAT NEW 
its tobacco, but recently it has been
discovered that the apple is a RIG
FERTILIZER possibility and destined to brit leadingcrop in a short time. '
AND A good deal of credit for this is
LAND-BUILDER 'due to one man just Out of Paducah—
Herbert Anderson. Mr. Anderson- has
'awakened the people of his section and
all over the state to the fact that his
immediate neighborhood - raises the
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1.Tnited States
e account balanced. I all I Company L., National Guards, of Mat
ur attention to my record in of the crack companies of the state, is expe
Office thus far, not as seeking'
pay reward, but as an earnest of ed into service at an early gate. This cog
her desire and fitness to posed of about 50 Murray boys and of this
ye you. I do not ask you to
inate me for congress as an
ndorsement lf my record. Vera Cruz is Occupied
I shall base my claims for the Washington, April 22.- -The Ameriarn forces
ination primarily upon what- control of Vera Cruz. No nom-eombetaats were
r merits I may have and not fighting there. This word was received from Cos
the -demerits of those who i afternoon
may oppose me. The weakness-i The White House gave out the following steel
of my opponents, if they have 'Dispatches received from Consul Canada at
afIrliyi;lecanse not carotin aeturvteicestret nthegthi:10 p. m. announced that the American forces are
possession of the city, that apparently no fatalitit
is concermed I ask you
judge solely on what / am ican and foreign non-combatants and that firing I!
Inv neesstonid picket shots."
in operations in Mexico at Vera Cruz
.ar to-day when Rear Admiral Bade
-n-the Atlantic fleet and the United Si
ke the entire city.
le orders of the president were being
was made appment in conference at
ited States will "sit tight" at Vera C
s of pacification will be taken at this
present, it was declared on high aut
ra Cruz would hold the city to convii
nent means business and that no actit
leo until there are retaliatory actions
E
ernment.
are eager and anxious to go to the front.
Two Baskets of Apples!
Both grown in the same orchard, on two tree
that had the seine natural advantages. But—,'s
sprayed the tree that yielded the apples shoe-
sad the apples below came from the tree that
wasn't srayed. In the -Dewing Experiment
°wham! , we take our own eedictoe. We
study spraymg riglu among the trees 10 fied out
what is Deeded in the way of sprayers. nozzles,
solutions, etc.. etc. We prefer to do the at-
perinerding for our custotners rather titan Pet then.
do the expenmenting for us. The is but-ONE
of the reasons w hy practical fruit vowels. Wm,
and gardesen prefer
pray..P_44.4nyto-
For over • score of years diet have bees teraies
"Die World's Best". The ease with whirs'
every important workmuptirt accessaile. make.
them peat favorites. Their practical ceasinitatou
maim then- use • pleasure sad am ecoaanyi Try






chard. A peat favorite
since it is easily attached
to any bucket. Does good
work quiekly bed u lea
for hard weirs. Read aP
about it us oar catalog.
Deming's
"Universal Success”
I., a molt useful outfit fort
gamins. farm, factory: and
home. It it adapted to
variety of uses, such a-
spra y in g hems-whin&
bow and window wash-
.sarg. for oiling floor% to m-
inimal+ fires. etc. I
"Deming" Nozzles
teed under all conditions in all seolons of the
,stivATT. Henries the famous Ova, mg 1 no--
Boolean', Simplez sod Vertnorel Nortles.- then
an 6 Seer aisles for cheroot purposes. All see
teed mad guaranteed to do thorough work.
Spraying Guido FREE
To help spray edestivelv, v.-e publish •
moo Ceittplese spraying pude It setts when' and
how to spear In swam. haid•ard field Ceti.
log ciescnhes over lams! utiles of Demme Spray
humps. Athi for vow copy rad arise ol nentest
Dams Dealer to-day.
THE DEMING CO.
- 335 Depot Street
SALEM. - OH)
"Nand sad Mawr rungs foe hratess
at FAN has been fowl
light why the t
lti April 20. -Sun-
on Thomas C. Haat-
marshal of South
n. shot Mrs. Fannie
eath and then placed
his right temple,
bullet through his




ting, called at the
me on State Line
earch of her father
the two mkt in death.
of the house and
alarm, which spread
city like wild fire.
on entering the room
. -tragedy occurred
Renfro Laying on her
Hastings' head rest.
feet Hastings held you, come to th
r Smith & Wesson in tend to your '
hich had been fired have here tam
Two of the shots well be said
d the back of Mrs. mourn as the y
, below each shoulder we precieve thi
me shot at the base lag to our Cow
Ad, one shot went tparting advice.
, astings' brain while to lore our
shot, probodb west that our sove
- "ao• ,_ enforced as a a
wier's Jury believed a Part, we 
who'
.ead woman 'knocked associate with
up, there beim; pow- FRY en
d odic
3n bez F.,rist. The powerless an I
oi the shooting is to exPrese ow
-1" SC:L shots in the 
FathY 





me about 2 o'clock and .7- Be it enactne retool Aims
it was later in the at. iminutes of
 d
but Dr. Whitehead, lcopy be tient
ined the bodiea in the family aid a
gays that the *hooting feach anortir LI
t taken piece early in t.ettilti:or.4c
noon. It was well I mccuiston. eh
the nrighbors that !ciii3tob; Bob 1
'r.., and Hastings were
t, and it is the belief i Cr0017POS1
hiail atraged. 
There
quarrey l which he; t.v.,, ycim
nibs-'
a
_ _ 1-orsaversi J.earit i Callow.. snob*
rwrot of a strtiggle in 1 HAND in
i - Hastings Ivo riti ttied to it itst-iIf South Folton artiLptelsoZr1









season are in marked con-
s gone before. They are dif-
Our stocks are complete
to meet the most exacting
yles from our Ready-to-wear
tient; illustting the very
in's Ready- wear and Shoes,
priced t..qfieet maiforder corn-
con nience of those who
td'frequently.
yC4eari, if you (Isn't come
/mail —your orders by mail will
e careful attention. If you have
ir Shoe and Ready•to-wear Cate
tame and address.
ant samples of Dress Goods or
goods line, write to write us to-*
ily want something
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Be sure to ask the druggist
for the double strength othine;
It is thU that is sold on the mon-
ey-back guarantee.
Card of Thanks
We wish to express our .hanks
to our many friends and neigh'
hors who were so kind to us and
stood by us in the sickness and
death of our darling wife and
mother, Shellie; and when the
same comes to them may each
and every one be favored with
the same blessings they have
shown us. We also want to
,thank the doctors and nurses
who did all they could May
v.
(Continued from page 12.)
the stranger had: introduced him-
self to Jim as Wood Shelby. and
when they reached the mouth of the
ranyon. Wood said to- him. "Our
three horses are comparatively
fresh. fll ride with you over to
Wells' ranch and we will take turns
• carrying her, and take our third
horse for a remount. It's twenty-
five miles over there, and we want
to get her there just as quickly as
possible."
The horses had been hastily sad-
dled and Jim mounted one. W'oorl
handed Frances up to him and they
started on their ride to the ranch
lim's heart ached as he looked down
at the precious burden he bore. The
sight of the bandaged head, the
broken arm and the little pale face
almost: made ,him sick. but he said
to her. "I know it's tough. sweet-
heart: hut in a little while you will
he more comfortable."
She nodded hack to him and he
heard her say .in low tones. "I'm
Karne..jim"
And so by turns they 'carried her
for five hours until they reached
the ranch. where Mr. and Mrs
Wells immediately took her in
charge, and in a short time she was
resting comfortably. The break in
her arm was not a serious one and
in three weeks she had entirely re-
:overed. In the meantime Jim and
Wood had become great friends
and Jim told W'ood the story of his
elopement and of the incidents lead-
ing -up to its and of the discovery
of the mine Wood insisted on Jim
accepting a loan sufficiently large
to purchase a better equipment than
he had and to provide more com-
fortably for Frances He said to
him, "You surely can't refuse to let
.me do this, old fellow. for I have
felt terribly over this accident, and
it will relieve me to know that I
-an do something toward makMg
the future a little easier for you."
And when • Jim saw how much
Wood took it to heart: he finally
-onsented to acte-pf the nit-Wm-non-
rided Wood would accept a-share in
their venture He wanted to go up
to the mine first and get things
ready for Frances, hut she would
not listen to it. "I want' to he as
sou at the start, dear.' she said It
• only he a few days now."
And so they waited until she was
_csmpletely recovered. Mrs. Wells
h ad_gro%n to love Francis %ery
leirty inrel.-waYlierath-to-see-ber---gcs:-
,and Mr Wells insisted on sending
one of hie cowboys with them to
help_ build their little nd get'
'hem started
Before they had worked many
Fairview Mock Fara Man fit dm hrimtessassa of 314 ths as tempting and
estiong eaducements that have ow hem offered h• 'man --Aiseersi cat-throat
redaction far the services of the greatest breeders that have ever essed this midis of Ms
eestatry, has been made. :
Sprague Patch sn excellent individual, sired by the world's Champion Pacer, has beenmost shamefully reduced to the low price of $30.00. "
Braden Gentry a most wonderful horse, that contains all the qualities of his famous
arc-AU R. Geary, has the pitiful sum of $20 attached for his services
The Algerian a phenomenal trotter, a race track fiend, and like his sire, The Bondsman,Is one of the greatest breaders that has ever been brought into this coun-
try He suffers the same humiliation as centry and will make the keason for $20.00
Napoleon the, the Handsome Black, Jack. 
Champion Marnmothsleck
and 
Kentucky, who hap never met his Waterloo;
AAMACC, by a 'famous imported sire, will both
make the session at $12.00, and never has t services of loath fine blood ever been offered
at such low prices. It is rediculous, we ad t.
This is absolutely the last seaso
be on the marl et at the close of this
Mr. Breeder, this is your claw
will be elsewhere next season. Lovers of
golden opportunity of a life
this barn of stock, as they will
e. this fine barn of stock. They
fine k should grasp this last
THE MONTHLY MAGAZINE
pocket was almost exhausted. Jim's'
knowledge of mining taught him
that there must be gold somewhere
in the neighborhood and he spent
several weeks vainly endeavoring to
locate it The weeks, however, had
beep ones of intense happiness to
the young couple, and both agreed
that they enjoyed their honeymoon
there more than they would have
a-nywhere else Mr Wells had sent
a messenger up to the mines several
times to find out how they were
progressing, and he brought them
such supplies as they wanted. Jim
had written down and borrowed a
chotgun and fishing outfit from the
ranch. Even the cowboy messenger
did not know what their purpose
was in living in the mountains. for
Jim did not want any of the outside
world to know of the possibilities of
gold in' there until he hail thoroughly
investigated it. They had made
little picnics of their prospecting
trips and sometimes left the cabin
for two or three days at a time and
on these trips they would take their
gun and fishing rods with them. for
there were quite a number of little
mountain streams in which trout
were plentiful. Thus. they spent
the first winter of their married life
and finally came to the conclusion
that in the spring•they would accept
Mr. Wells' offer to go to Wyoming.
and so informed him by the me,
senger who came up late in the
winter
On one of these jaunts they bad
seen from 3,  _mountain. sonic fifteen
miles west pLiheir camp. a beano
ful little valley and they had de
termined to visit it at -iime future
time, so Jim proposed that they go
over to the valley and put in a few
'days. and then pack up and go down
to the Wells' ranch. They found
the little stream almost alive with
fish. and Jim had just hooked a
pound and a half trout, when he
heard Francis. who was fishing a
little down stream, call to him ex-
citedly. He ran to her. • She was
stans1.ig by • riffle and pointing_tx.r....
citedly toward the stream. she said.
"What:" that. Tim?" -
"What?" he answered "Gold. by-- -
.jcive." and examining further found
traces of it quite a way down the•
stream "It looks as though wt
will have to change our minds about
Wyoming. for a while anyhow. for
I believe there is enough gold to
keep us busy for some time." So
they determined_ to Ibuild _another
cabin over in the, valley and-move
their camp - there. On their return
to their cabin they -found the cow-
boy , messenger with letters from
tie said to Jim hefs-ire hr--styirsgri„-___Xitood_  Shelby_ .He tq
don't strike it very rich up- work on a neighboring 
ranch, the
;here, Jim, I know where a fortune Bar-I. and his letter 
was not writ-
.- lad be made in Wyoming. I have ten in his *snail c
heerful manner -s...
gotten in on an irrigation...deal. and Tim wrote to Wood 
and urged him,
--soukt liketo have you and- Frances 70 join them, and told h
im of _their.
:ome up there." strike and that they 
would wait at
It only took a.few days to reach the' cabin for him. 
Wood had
the mine and to, build a hole log grown l-ery tired of tanch life and
shack, Frances helping the two men decided that e‘en
 if they found no
with willing hands. When it was gold Oat a few week
s in the'rnoun-
-almost. completed Jim sent the cow- tam' would help hi
m materially, so-
Soy hack to the ranch, and he and he appeared at the cam
p a week
Frarters finished, it. — later. btingitrg with 
him a plenti-
- At's. rathet.a poor home to bring ful supply of proyisions. 
The camp
1 bride to" He said. was moved, elver 
to the little valley,
."Wbv.,• it's fine. 'Jim" She 'an- where another cabin 
was built, and
. swerea: -"It's a home ienoitieli foe 'rot six months all 
three: worked in.
. _
:seeks, they 'saw that the depOsilf
it'd not amount to lima) What lit-
' • __qt. geld there waa in'tbe sai4 bad
....idstatri.ausly.,, at placer
.the little stream was thoroughly
washed 'for I miles, hut no
further traces of gold Gould be
Load They prospected indsistri•
'ashed C z tre ously 
for two -more rnonthy but
-tit*er dessosit. foi could ftwilfs- iirthe
v had a t' t Vvf y.firr
or below that,all they had !told dust. they bri
a up carnP end'
to An*" tar itsrrrat weetimt---Itard- , try rivihratiww for whffe. 
On aptl .
w_ork was about ..one thosisind
wotth of *old ginsL and the
and look-mto-t-hr-
tion scheme. He was so well satis-
fied with the result of his investiga-
tion that he wrote to Jim and they
invested their joint holdings in sev-
eral hundred acres of irrigated land
built a eorfortable home and thor
 oughts- --equipped then/Am-4 cr, tut
agricultural life Their venture was
exceedingly prosperous, and have
Owens has completely forgiven the
elopement and spends the happiest
- moments of his life with Ism and
Frances at their Wyoming home







Panamas and Straw Hats
Bleached and Blocked
ANT STYLE- ANY SIZE
Send Your Hat to Us Of Write Us About it
JOHN T. MORAND CO.
PHONE, CANAL asa
9th and Vine Streets. CINCINNATI, 0.
AMPHION GLEE CLUB
An organization of exceptional talent, with a personneP.
of individual excellence. fias "made good- where
the strongest demands have prevailed.
Available for. concert and entertainment work', "locJg
and social functions, church cnicttamments,
of penreestrieny. 7-irod •-pewregiledf.: - &or-idles. banquets.-
no etidences Rol 'in the .strranl
trn •
rsethirty thousand dKIlars' worth of
Frances went to an Easteen city




MR, S. W. COFFMAN





in this issue of the Le
will be found the formal
nounetnent of Hon. Robert
Scott. of Paducah, as a ca
date for emigres* from the 1
Congressiosal District of I
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In this issue of the Ledger
will be found the formal an-
nounctnent of Hon. Robert H.
Scott of Paducah, as a candi-
date for COMMIS* from the First
Congressional District of Ken-
tucky, his candidacy subject to
the action of the democratic vo-
ters of the district in the Au-
trust primary election.
in presenting the name of Mr.
'icott for this very important
position the Ledger is convinc-
ell that he is in every way ca-
pacitated to fill the position
with credit to the people of the
district and honor to himself.
Mr. Scott has been a member of
the state senate for the past
two terms and is splendidly
qualified to discharge the duties
of a congressman. He is a na-
tive of Western Kentucky and
has long and closely been alied










passage of a law for the bene-
congress must launch out upon a fit of taxpayers and proper
ty
new sea with no chart except ewners limiting the time for
the wisdom and ildelltY of --Italwch delinquent' taste may be
statesmanship. Its especially t eollected. This law not only
incumbent, therefore for the vo- lit4mtis to promote the more pune-
ten to use the greatest care In Anal collection of taxes 
when
Selecting men to make Alp the ' they are first due, but protects
new congress that will serve for the innocent purchaser of delin-
the two yaws beginning March ' (mem property,
  /1/11k- 
It removes a
46-1 great hindrance to the whole
I am not unmindful of the real estate interests of the s
tate
fset that I must be judged by and puts the exchange of prop-
lie high standard which I inn erty on a more intelligent, cer-
raising for service in that con- tam n and satisfactory basis.
geese. It would presumptous in I introduced a bill to gua
me to hold up that standard in tee bank deposits and as a re-
the announcement of my candid- suit set in definite motion this
acy were it not for the fact that Jost reform, The time Ise, n
et
it is not for the candidate to say far distant when the people can
who shall serve the people. It. deposit their money with abso-
oi for the people and not the can- i' lute iteenrity and have returned
didates to choose a man as the to them every dollar deposited
nominee for congress in the Au- i whether banks fail or not Sim.
gust primary. It is my duty tD'ilar laws in other states have
acquaint the people with my I worked to the interest not only
Idea of fitaem for this office and of the depositors het t,. the
 )1BEI_DO4J
•
Note the Streamline Body the Handsomest Car of the Year
that I enumerate tne mingle 1
have done and tried to do In of-
ficial capacity for the people of
icentucky. They are not In the
it indebted to me for them
I have been paid in full both
emolument and honor of of-
fline As far as the people are.
tioncerned the slate is clean and
Ihe account balanced. I call
our attention to my record in
&Mee thus far, not as seeking
say reward, but as an earnest of
urther desire and fitness to
e you. I do not ask you to
'nate me for congress as an
doreement of my record.
I shall base my claims for the
somination primarily upon what-
ever merits I may have and not
upon the demerits of those who
may oppose me. The weakness-
all of my opponents, if they have
any, can not constitute strength
in me so far as service to tht.
people is concerned. I ask you
to judge solely on what I am
This Six Costs Less Than Fours
Weighs Less Costs Less to
This year the HUDSON announces
a Six which greatly affects the Whole
motor car situation.
The price is $1,750, so it much un-
dersells any comparable Four.
The weight is 2,980 pounds, so it much
undenveighs Fours of similar capacity.
And it costs much less to operate than
Fours of equal size and power.
It weighs, for instance, 400 pounds
less than the four-cylinder HUDSON
"37-, the best four cvlinder-car that ever
went from this factory. Yet the wheel
base is 123 inches, and there are two
extra tonneau seats.
It consumes one-fourthless fuel than
the HUDSON "37-, yet it has more
power. This is due to a small-bore,
king-stroke map a.FAuowartinnovation-
It shows an equal or a greater saving
compared with any other same-class Four.
The Day of Sixes
• As everyone knows, the trend is to-
ward Sixes. There are now 38 makers
- *hose best car is a Six, and 14 of them
no* build Sixes exclusively.-
Last year, hari3Ir-.1 four-cylinder car
was sold at -a -price which would buy a
gpod Six.
•••
Men changed from two ?ylinder; to
four to get more frequent power strokes.
Now, to get continuous power. they are
changing from Fours to Sixes.
To get smooth-running Sixes men paid
a high price, carried heavy weight, paid
extra fuel cost.
Now this is all changed. In the new
HUDSON Six-40, all these th;rtg, -are-
in favor of the Six. The Four is now
the extravagant car. The Six, with all
its other advantages, is also the more
economical.
Mr. Coffin Did It
This HUDSON Six-40 is the latest
achievement •xtf Howard E. Coffin, our
great engineer. liwas he who built the
first high-grade Four to sell under $3,000.
Then the first to sell under $2,000. It
was he who built the HUDSON Six-54.
the first high-grade Six to sell under
$3.000. Last year that car became the
most popular Sox in the world.
Now he builds this Six-40—the first
quality Six AO sell under $2.000. The
„first to under-weigh, end the firkt to shm.




This HUDSON-Six-40 has the new
streamline body. No apgles at the dash.
This accords with European vogue. and
Europe always sets the body fashions.
The old-type -bodies will soon be out-
of-date.
The gasoline tank is in the dash. The
extra tires come ahead of the front door.
All hinges are concealed. There are ho
disappeanng extra tonneau seats. Alt
instruments and gauges are- within reach'
of ,the _driver.
There is a One-Man top, covered
with Pantasote. with quick-adjustable side
curtains.---: A rain-vision windshield, dim-
ming headlights, left-side dnve. Delco
patented system of, electric starting and
lighting. .
The design and_equipinent are almost
identical NvIth the new HupsoN
54. And that we consider the hand-
somest car f the year. Up to six
months ago, no, car at any pnee offered
so many attractions.
Hudson dealers everywhere
now have this car on Show. Write
us for Howard E. Coffm's 55-page
book, and we will direct you where
to see the Car. Then try it out.
It rides like constant coasting, .
:Jh4son Motor Car Company
Jefferson Ave.,. Detroit, _Michigan. _. •
- '
t_ A crisis has been reached in the Mexwan situation, andPresident Wilson Tuesday authorized the - sea forces tosieze the town of Vera Cruz. This was itcomplised with
the loss of twelve American boys and the wounding of
about fifty mOre; - The reported Mexican lose ii estifttat-
ed from 150 to 200.
Company L., National Guards, of Murray, and one
of the crack companies of the state, is expected to be call-
red into service at an early (Late. This company is com-
posed of about 50 Murray boys and of this number many
are eager and anxious to go to the front.
Vera Cruz is Occupied'
Washington, April Z. --The Arnericrn forces are in completer
control of Vera Cruz. No non-combatants were injured in the
fighting there. This word was received from Conaul Canada thee
afternoon
The White House gave out the following statement
"Dispatches received from Consul Canada at Vera Cruz at i
10 p. m. announced that the American forces are now in complete-
possession of the city that apparently no fatalities among Amer-
ican and foreign min.-combatants and that firing had ceased eneapt
4rte Ofpnononsl picket shots."
n operations in Mexico at Vera Cruz teak on renewed
ar to-day when Rear Admiral Badger landed man-
n the Atlantic fleet and the United States forces pre.
Ise the entire city.
ise orders of the president were being carried out to
: was made apparent in conference at the Wnite House
ited States will "sit tight" at Vera Cruz and that no-
of pacification will be taken at this time
oresent it was declared on high authority, that the
ra Cruz Would hold the city to convince Huerta Out-
nent means business and that no action would de bit-
ico until there are retaliatory actions on the', part if
government.
reiy St Falls. has been found to give awe
light why the tragedy took phone
.y., April 20. --Sun- 
• -
W O. W. Itsselssims
on Thomas C. Haat-
' marshal of South
n. shot Mrs. Fannie
oath and then placed
his right temple,
bullet through his
e tragedy was not
until late Sunday
hen Miss Edna Haat-
%ter of the principal
king, called at the
one on State Line
earch of her father
the two cold in death.
k of the house and
alarm, which spread
city like wild fire.
On entering the room
tragedy occurred
[Renfro 'eying on her
astings' head rest-,
eet_ Hastings held
Smith & Wesson in
ich had been fired
Two of the shots
the back or Mrs.
• below each shoulder
e shot at the base
Death of our Sovereign (ken
mender, 'William R. McCuietian
of Cypress Camp No. • 216 of
New Concord Kentucky. Was
born en the rd day of Jas.
1874 and died Jan. 21st, 1914_
He leaves a wife and sevarat
'children and an age t‘ teemother-
mourn his death. .
Another Sturdy Oak has fed-
len. Dum. Tacet_ . Clamant,
The ' Sovereign Commander's
fairwell address to the Camp on
the first meeting night is Dee.
He said boys I have been expos-
ed to the measles. and this may
be the last time I'll ever meet
with you boys, but if this be
the last time that I meet with
you, come to the Camp and at-
tend to your business as you
have here Wore. But it may
well be said that . mourn and
mourn aethe years roll by. do
we precieve the need of listen-
ing to our Counsel Commaadees
d, one shot went, parting advioa. He implor
ed me
tinge brain while-Itoloro our sovereigns and to ler-
shot probadly went that our aovereigas shou
ld be
eafort_ed as s whole rather three
a part, we who were privileged',"
associate with him eoti gems«
ally and officially .ioco.- o-ss
powerless are any human tenor
to express our affection and ala-
i. some of the neigh- preciation for him. Our sue
t-
heard shots in theEy
ahniit 2 o'clock and 
Be it enacted that a espy of
e resolutions be spread as the
was later in the af-4rninutes of this- Camt and a
but Dr. Whitehead, copy be sent to the
ined the bodies in * family and a c
opy be seat tis,
' that the shooting each cowl* 
paper for Pghbeffse
tsiken place early is etimgn a ilsiatorcir).-?--Comy temithett e.S"C.."-A.
- It 'Li w
ell Mc-Colston. chairman: C. P. Me-
the 
•
meightx)rs that Cuistoo : Bob °shots.
and Hastings were
it,-- and it is the belief GOOD POSITION 0FFERZtb-
ti asu Nothiug Thomas.
1:(YrrEthEerfl:Gun man 
whobed a quarrel which to
the tragedy. There
i!"......_°f a____1-11tAu-ggi4s in ; HAND in.
-rmir- orwrorme- leaps4coneire, -
• Halting* was city ; tied to it but
f•Sr:kti. 1.1iN mltore.oitai autii.;rian cetitre 
cuedln  ilk,
e Ilitftivt ctureh' of4041
1
*MI baptized two:some. lermai-m.lg i.
v with the surviving tesisie
er's jury believed
ad woman knocked
. there being pow-
her wrist_ The












The styles this season- are 'in marked con-
trast with what has gone before. They are dif-
ferent and prettier. Our stocks are complete
and varied enough to meet the most exacting
taste. .
Our book of styles from our. Ready-to-wear
and Shoe ,Pspartments illust%ting the very
cream of tgis'Season's Ready;t45-wear and Shoes,
exceptionally low ,priced to meet mail order com-
petition is for the convenience of those who
can't tun into the store frequently.
- --- Come to our store a' you can, tf-you can't come
send us your order by mail-your orders by mail will
receive our immediate careful attention. If you have
not received one of our Shoe and Ready. to-wear Cata-
logues, send us your name and address.
Whenever you want samples Of Dress Goods or
anything in our Dry Goods line, write us write us to-
day anyway, you surely want something.
SUNDAY scow. AND MISSIONARY C(
- ,
Paris District.--McKenzie, Tenn., April 27-29
Monday, April 27th, 7.45 p. m. Sermon 
Tuesday, April 28 
Rev
9:00 a. in. Devotional  • Re
9:15 a. m. Organiz.ition.
The Sanday-Se.001
9:30 a. m.. (a) Of Yesterday f
9:45 a. m. (e) Of Today Dr.
10:00 a. m. (c) Of,Tornorrov-
The Superintendent
10:15 a. m. (a)His Aim 
10:30 a. nit., (b) His Week Day Work with the Les:
. • Pref. •




(d) His Work- with the Schotar
Sermon 
The Teacher
1:25 p. m. Devotional nei
1:45 ge•-tn. 13) His Qualification: -
2:(0 p.. in: -(b) His Work.,_!tith the L.sson. P 
2:15 pm. (ei_ Between Lessons . Mn
2:8) p. (d) Before die Class .H
The Sandav-Schocl The Church's Opportuaity
(a) As a Field  i Ir.
u) As a Force Pea:-




3:10 p, m The P.;gio- or_a Primary Fupii....Mrs.
3:45 p. .m.. The UesIdy Aduit Bible Class 
4:00 p. m. The Sunday School in Its Relation to 1:4
Childhocd   -Re%
Setmon . Rev. C.
44-1--2-erit
S:4-3 a. in. Dev3tional ........
1Wit-Irife ii.
9:00 a. m. ,a) Authority. Rev.
9:15 a. m. (b) Purpose .Re•
9;30 a. m. tc) Source of Power.. Rev.
9:45 a. m. td) Individual Responsibility Re'
10:00 a. m. The Chtirch's Present Attitude. Is It
Should1Be'  ,..Rev. J -
-10:15 a. m. The Foeard Look  Rev.
10:30 0. in. -13-the rhumb' Rea -Rex. J•
11:00 a. in. Sermon
1:30, p. Devotional 
•• - Country Sunday-Schaal
1.45 p. in. tal Its Organization J L
2:00 p. m. (b) Its .Purpose 1
2:15 p. m. (c) Its Greatest Need . 
230 p. in. (d) Fifty.two Sessions Kissible Every Yq
 E:
2:45 p. in. flow to Make the Most of Childrens Day
Rev 4
. 340 The_EssentialEeithers_of thiSu.ccessiul
- School • Rev. F. H
'MI the preachers ate:requeied-to be - prtseut as e:
nigh: of the 2741.  They will appoint. as many as o
• from their re,Peetive-ririrgen:nnti ‘11,17'..t}te1r attend -
Stiperin tendon& are; kiisp retwestect to -be pe.esedt
will forward to Rev. S. V. Wynn pf MrKenile the •na




Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Re-
move Them With The °thins
Perscription
ilerscritiMri Ter tiny re
moVatOf frockten- was written
by-a-pr+vminent ohysivias and is.
usually so euccessful in remov-
ing frtekles and giving a clear,
beautiful complexion that it is
sold by druggists under guaran-
tee to re1u d the money- if it
fails.
Don't hide our, fl•eckles un-
der a veil: get -Ounce of oth-
ine and remove rem. Even the
first few soplications should
phew a wonderful improvement.
some of the lighter freckles van-
ishing entirely.
Be sure to ask the druggist
for the double strength othine;




We wish to express our thanks
to our many friends and neigh-
bors who were so kind to us and
stood by us in the sickness and
death of our darling wife 'and
mother, Shellie: and when the
same comes to them may each
and -every one be favored with
the same blessings they have
shown us. We also want to
.thank the doctor,' and nurses
he Last Season
FAIRVIEW STOCK FARM IN CALLOWAY CO.
Fairview Stock Farm offers for the breeding season 01 1914 the most tempting and
enticing enducements that have ever been offered to the breeding public. A enteral cut throat
reduction for the services of the greatest breeders that have ever blessed this section ot the
country, has been made.
Sprague Patch an excellent individual, sired by the world's Champion Pacer, has beenmost shamtvftely reduced to the loW pfice of $30.00.
Braden Geowmost wonderful horse, that contains all the qualities of_ his famoussire. John R. Gentry. has the pitiful sum of $20 attached for his services
The moan !, phenomenal trotter, a race track fiend, and like his sire, The Bondman,is one of the greatest breeders that has ever been brought into this coun-
try. He sutTers the same humiliation as Gentry and will make the season for $20,00,
n the Champion Mammoth Jack of Kentucky, wheThas never met his Waterloo;Napo l eo and the Handsome Black, Jack, CARMACK,Thy a famous imported sire, will both
make the season at $12.00, and never has thy services of such fine blood ever been offered
at such low prices. It is rediculous, we admit.
This is absolutely the last season of this barn of stock, as they will
be on the marl et at the close of this season.
Mr. Breeder, this is your last chance at this fine barn of stock. They
will be el: where next season. Lovers of fine sock should grasp this last
golden opportunity of a time.
Read - HON Fortunes Are Made
Quick By Pulling_ Stumps
I . t in" send vou niv new, fine. Irre Ii. ,k at (.m i.. I want 14; slu.w. vritt_proof of how
...it . an turn .ea. I. mit- 0V,iinni, land irito_allorlAt• _VI Ofit: the lust Sear, in extra! crop. rt.-
and, added, v.due ril land • liv '411







sitmili, f!.r your neighbor. on bctientinAl Si nu ni4..linir. at a nice tat . profit. I.Ci.- iNelk
41.1.. s at Ma/ pholligraph• and pripts. adutiliellerN ii.,„“ inativ ou•nerN telling of tie-
- 1, 1111.111.11,1e 1,- Its Aft 111, I I etl,.0 le •  II, vti, It 'tills UM,/ 5/Ze .stirrnp, green tree or hed.ec
In -less than ti I' niiiiiiti-, lii;.% it ca.11% piill an titre tl day. Rrati how one man
in+ tr.i-ed In- land %Ale iitM1 $2 i.141 an .I. ire to $12 -el /11.
• Read ••ii• the I ictitii4 I tlw 1....4 irif-e.trnerd you can !mac ti,.m.,
-..-
• -f







• .. .4 1 1. •-• .• .7 an,i ••
- s.ch •,. • ...-ta talk her.. that tre-urt. the- •tr. ••• t •
30 I3AN s FREE TRIAL
,t 451 +.44 kf101irt.a..t.tr.-1111,•1
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THIS FREE BOOK TELLS ALL
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F
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MAIL COUPON OR POSTAI_ NOW
Illlewel VI. 1,1 1,10,11 matt. lit 14{ the 1.-4
• •• Hew*. A.% ttt :bate ttla .00.4 ar,i nuasea ••••isi raw-e I rye •o• • • Itt.terst sloes six h 44,rwild snaking tag pr.•fita I•rr tmanera esera -
3 YF.AR GUARANTEE 
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